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The new-generation of tech-entrepreneurs
are becoming the new rock-stars in the eyes
of modern society¹. Being one of the founders
of the PayPal eWallet, a head of Tesla automotive company, Solar City energy provider and
SpaceX aerospace manufacturer, Elon Mask
has become a prototype of a modern-age
«Iron Man» character. Together with his first wife
Justine he studied at Queen’s University in a Canadian city of Kingston. Once Elon saw a beautiful girl out of the window and approached her.
He immediately lied that they had already met
at a party and invited her for the ice-cream.
Justine recalls: first, she agreed, but then she
decided to get rid of the admirer. So she put a
note on her room’s door, asking not to disturb
her anymore. But once she walked out of her
door, and there was Elon with two cones of
ice-cream. Perseverance conquered the girl.
They got married in 2000 and got 6 boys (one
of them died in his babyhood).

his computer. Priscilla introduced me, he
smiled and said: ‘Behind every successful
man there is always a great woman’».

A divorced bachelor and egoist Steve
Jobs met Laurene Powell (and later made her
one of the richest women in the world) after
his famous speech at Stanford. She was a
post-graduate student and asked him several
questions after he had left the stage. As Jobs
says: «I was sitting in my car, the engine was
on, and suddenly I thought: ‘If this was my
last day on earth, would I rather spend it in a
business meeting, or with this woman?’ I left my
car, crossed a parking lot and asked her if she
would have dinner with me. She said yes».

I am guilty too – Life.SREDA VC doesn’t still
have female-as-partner and we invested only in
one female-co-founded startup.

Three years ago Marc Zuckerberg surprised everyone when he married his Harvard
girlfriend Priscilla Chan. One of their wedding
guests – Priscilla’s ex tennis coach – recalls visiting the couple soon after the ceremony in their
house in Palo-Alto: «When I entered, Marc
was sitting at a kitchen table working on
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But… It’s not a secret that a tech industry
has a diversity problem. Certain giants such as
Apple and Google, and startups like Slack are
already opening their employee demographics
to public scrutiny. Even venture capital firms are
making an effort to be more inclusive — earlier,
Monique Woodard joined VC firm 500 Startups
as her first African-American partner. Still, the
tech-industry (and fintech too) clearly have a
long way to go to represent a full range of voices. The problem comes down to attitude. It’s
not that the tech industry doesn’t want to become more diverse. It’s just going about fixing
the problem the wrong way. «The industry sees
diversity and inclusion primarily as a human
resource issue», according to the Project Diane
report, «but not a market opportunity».

We’ve got used to startups coming along
and disrupting paradigms. This time, a startup is simultaneously shaking up a persistent
struggle for diversity by being transparent
and taking a page from the NFL’s playbook to
implement a rule that’s over a decade old.
Karlie Kloss made headlines last year when
she announced she was not only a high-ranking model but could also code in Ruby, and
launched #KodewithKarlie (and after that Kode With Klossy), a scholarship program for
teen girls. It is one of a few best examples,
how successfully people (and companies too!)
can support tech inclusion and inspire young
female-talents to choose tech-industry as an
area of their future.

Women’s participation in patenting has been
quite low for the past two decades
# of US – Invented IT patents 1980 – 2005 (by Gender)

Key Message:
The overall rate of patenting by females in IT is
relatively low. But the trends are positive with a
growing share
In some companies the female inventorship in
IT is quite high

Source: NCWIT, College Board, 2007 College
Coard Seniors, Total group profile report. Bureau
of Labor, Current population Survey 2008;
Dice Holdings Inc.

Percent of Female invented IT patents over time (%)

Growth multiples. US invented IT patents

Source: NCWIT, College Board, 2007 College
Coard Seniors, Total group profile report.
Bureau of Labor, Current population
Survey 2008; Dice Holdings Inc.
Holdings Inc.

PART I

WHY IS DIVERCITY SO
IMPORTANT?

Computer code written by women has a
higher approval rating than that written by
men - but only if their gender is not identifiable,
new research suggests². The US researchers analyzed
nearly 1.4 million users of the open source program-sharing service Github. They found that pull
requests — or suggested code changes — made
on the service by women were more likely to be accepted than those by men. Researchers considered
various factors, such as whether women were more
likely to be responding to known issues, whether
their contributions were shorter in length and easier
to appraise, and which programming language they
used, but they could not find a correlation.
Women control $11.2 trillion of investable assets in the United States, according to a
study by Sylvia Ann Hewlett and Turner Moffitt at
the Center for Talent Innovation³. «Where investing
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is made accessible and approachable for women,
women do not only invest more but are better
investors», said Sallie Krawcheck, the former top Wall
Street executive now working on an online financial
advisor called Ellevest, aimed for women, which is set
to launch this year.
Women basically are as financially literate as
men: 35 percent of U.S. women and 39 percent of
men have passed a literacy assessment. But American women, despite being among the most financially literate women in the world, are 44 percent less
likely to consider themselves knowledgeable than
American men, according to Hewlett’s and Moffitt’s
study. Women’s biggest mistake as investors is selfdoubt: a lack of confidence that can lead to inaction.
Some of the self-doubt is internal; some from cultural
factors, and experts argue that some comes from
the mindset of the financial services industry, which

has been slow to adapt the rise of women as an
economic force.
Krawcheck and others have long observed that
male-dominated investment industry isn’t particularly welcoming women. Only about 3 out of 10
financial advisors are women. For instance, women
are considered to be more goal-oriented around the
idea of taking care of loved ones and see themselves
as savers rather than investors. But the investment
industry often focuses its marketing on the idea of
returns. In another example, investment company
marketing often focuses on what the investment
company provides rather than what the client needs.
The tech industry is growing so quickly that it is
outpacing the number of qualified technical employees available to fill open positions. According to the
U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics, the United States will
have nearly 1.4 million job openings in this industry
by 2020⁴. However, more than two-thirds of these
positions could go unfilled. While efforts are needed
to encourage more women to enter the tech, it
is also effective to take steps to ensure that talented
women remain at their positions and eventually take
on leadership roles.
This is not only important for staffing, but also
for health and innovation of technology companies.
According to a study by NCWIT, teams that comprise
both men and women produce technology patents
that are cited 26%-42% percent more often. Another
study of more than 100 teams at 21 companies
showed that those with equal numbers of men and
women were more likely to experiment, be creative
and fulfill tasks. Companies will simply perform better
if they are able to develop and sustain a diverse
team.
But it’s not just about current employees, it is also
vital for companies to find ways to parlay the most
successful and talented women into the leadership
and executive pipeline. Fortunate 500 companies
with at least three female directors have seen their
return on invested capital increase by at least 66%.
This is further supported by a study from Dezsö and
Ross of 1,500 U.S. firms in the S&P, which showed
that female representation at the top management positions improved financial performance of
organizations where innovation is a key piece of the
business strategy.

Women are only 79% as likely to reach
that level, compared to 100% of men.
The tech industry is growing, but the only way
it will be able to keep that growth is by creating an
environment, which is open for women. This can be
done by eliminating unintentional bias in compensation and promotions, while also recognizing the
contributions of women at work, and praising them
for their accomplishments. This will in turn lead companies to be more dynamic, diverse and would force
to take on creative challenges.
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The new study⁵ conducted by DDI is a synthesis
of assessments taken by 15,000 participants being
considered for leadership from the front lines to executive levels at 300 companies in 18 countries. DDI’s
report (like others) suggests that gender equality
in leadership still has a long way to go, despite the
equity in scores. Their findings show that the ratio of
men to women chosen to complete these assessments was weighted in favor of male participants.
According to the report’s authors, because these
assessments represent investment, they are a reliable
indicator of gender diversity among high-potential
leaders. «Far more women are chosen as candidates for assessment at lower leader levels
than at senior levels», the authors write. «This
conveys a message for women: It’s okay to be a lower-level leader, but you’re not yet ready to rise to the
top». But maybe not even that. At the operational
level, the gender split is 75% men to 25% women.
This plays into findings from the recent McKinsey/LeanIn.org study, which revealed that
across the advancement board, from entry level to
manager and from SVP to executive rank, women
are less likely to advance, with the greatest disparity
occurring between manager to director. Women
are only 79% as likely to reach that level, compared to 100% of men.
But a Deloitte study revealed that even among
lower-ranking millennials, the disparity was
evident. Twenty-one percent of millennial men said
they lead a department or are members of their
organization’s senior management team vs. 16% of
women.
A study in 2014 based on LinkedIn data shows⁶
the percentage of women who work in software
engineering across industries. Whatever industry you
look at, the number is bleak. Even in the field that
can boast the highest number of female software
engineers, financial services and insurance, a
sobering 23 per cent of them are female. The
numbers for high tech software and hardware companies are especially troubling – only 16 per cent and
nine per cent respectively of their software engineers
are female.
«It is often conceived that software engineers
need to undertake heavy workloads, meaning we’d
need to work long hours late into the night, and
most females don’t enjoy having this lack of work-life
balance. Many of my female engineering schoolmates didn’t choose the engineering profession
after graduation, and they cited that as the case»,
says Huifan , a female engineer at ViSenze. «It’s true,
many of my fellow female engineering students
chose to go into other professions upon graduation,
such as HR-related and consulting roles, where the
gender gap is not so wide», says Huifan.
She’s not alone in that. Researchers at Stanford
University recently published new findings that women engineering students perform as good as men,
but are more likely to switch to a different major.
These women switch because they don’t believe that
their skills are good enough and they don’t feel like

they fit in engineering.
Professor Chua Tat-Seng, Chief Scientist and
Co-Founder at ViSenze, and also currently the
KITHCT Chair Professor at the School of Computing, National University of Singapore, offers some
insights: «I think it is more the upbringing that makes
the difference, rather than the inherent capabilities
of being males or females. In that sense, males are
brought up to think that it is cool to be able to solve
deep technical and engineering problems, and cool
to spend hours buried in a room to find technical
solutions; whereas females are brought up more to
leverage on their soft skills which tend to highlight
more of their feminine side of characters. Hence,
while it is common to see male hackers, female
hackers are rare».
Nelly Yusupova, the CTO of Webgrrls International, had this to say, which is right in line with this point:
«I believe the problems start in a girl’s early
teen years when they are most influenced and
I think it comes down to not having enough
positive role models, negative pop culture
imagery, and not having access to mentors. Most
actually grow up with a negative stereotype about
the technology industry and being a geek. They tend
to imagine that, computer professionals and those
who work heavily in IT live in a solitary and antisocial
worlds, which is not a very appealing image for a
young girl growing up».
«Rather than think of engineering capabilities
as gender-related, it is more person-related. I know
excellent female CTO and tech leaders who are even
sharper than their male counterparts. So there is no
doubt that female engineers can do an excellent
job in the tech industry», says Guangda Li, CTO and
Co-Founder at ViSenze.
What’s keeping women out of Silicon Valley —
and away from the tech industry in general? Is the
male-dominated environment intimidating talented
women? While women represent more than half
of the college graduates in the United States, they
make up only 30 percent of workers at large technology companies⁷.
This should be alarming to an industry so
desperate for talent that its hiring practices have led
to much-publicized «talent wars» and legal action.
At the same time, women are taking legal action
for being pushed out or passed over at major tech
companies.
While some of the Silicon Valley giants have had
to answer for their lack of diversity, many companies
still think their hiring policies are fair and work environments are just fine for women. Yet, the numbers
show we’re losing women at an alarming rate. In
fact, 50% of women with careers in STEM fields will
eventually leave because of hostile work environments, according the Harvard Business Review.
Most of women don’t feel obvious forms of
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discrimination or sexism. Instead, they face an undercurrent of condescension that leads to a feeling
of isolation. It’s time for all tech companies to admit
there’s a problem and tackle it head-on. That means
implementing policies that create cultures that are
open to women and support their career advancement — and getting men to buy in, too.
Providing innovative maternity leave policies with
a flexible return to work can ensure that talented
women stay in the workforce, and can mitigate
burnout after returning from leave, as well as having
to choose between a career or having children.
There are also needs that make a conscious effort to
get women into leadership positions, which can help
to lead to more female-friendly environments. Not
mentioning that technology is better for everyone when it is designed by everyone (half of the
tech-companies’ market is female).
Male VCs invest in male-led startups, and then
end up on the boards of these startups, which then
grow into major male-led tech companies. To break
the cycle of male-dominated tech companies, we
need to look also at this male-dominated VC cycle.
By bringing women into the fold, VCs can diversify
investments that serve the other half of the population.
We need to change the perception of science
and math as masculine fields by providing girls with
female role models, and giving them hands-on experience with all different kinds of technology. Great
organizations like Girls Who Code and TechGirlz
are already making a dent with these problems,
and future tech companies will be able to reap the
benefits.
In February 2016, six months after Valley tech
veteran Sukhinder Singh Cassidy announced a
database to help place qualified women on startup
boards, the Boardlist stepped out of beta with a
European launch⁸, a freemium business model, a
new boot camp for would-be board members, and
its first official placement. «We want to use diversity
to drive business performance», says Cassidy. The
Boardlist is a marketplace for female board
talent. Designated endorsers, who are mostly tech
investors and executives, recommend women who
are qualified to serve on corporate boards; startups can cull the database to find candidates. «Most
startups have independent board seats, and too
often those board seats go empty because founders
don’t get around to filling them», says Cassidy, who
also is a CEO of the video-shopping startup Joyus.
She wants to make it easy for founders to fill those
seats by selecting from more than 1,000 qualified
female candidates. There are now 200 endorsers
drawn from companies like Airbnb, Lyft and eBay
as well as venture outfits like Greylock Partners and
Accel Partners.

THE PROBLEM OF GENDER
DISCRIMINATION
STARTING SINCE COLLEGE
TIME
In May 2016 Ellen Pao, a former Silicon Valley
venture capitalist, announced⁹ the launch of Project
Include, an advocacy group aimed at improving
diversity in the technology industry. The group was
started by Pao and fellow female engineers and executives, including members of Slack, Pinterest, and
other Bay Area VC firms. The initiative will focus on
providing startups and established tech companies
with information on making hiring more inclusive,
improving retention, and examining bias in the
workplace.
«Project Include started as dinner brainstorming
sessions on how to make tech meaningfully more
diverse», Pao said in a statement. «Today we’ve
joined forces to provide CEOs with comprehensive
tools–frameworks, research, metrics, and recommendations–for diversity and inclusion. And the early
feedback we’ve heard repeatedly from CEOs is, ‘I
wish I had had this earlier.’»

16% reported they had experienced
penetration or attempted penetration
without their consent during their years in
Pao became embroiled in one of the most divicollege

sive debates in tech last year after suing her former
employer, VC firm Kleiner Perkins Caufield &
Byers, for gender discrimination. She lost at trial
and, later, stepped down from her position as interim
CEO of Reddit following a severe harassment campaign. The harassment stemmed both from management decisions made at the site and opposition
to her discrimination suit. Nonetheless, the episode
became a telling example of how combating abusive
behavior online and campaigning for diversity in
tech can take a serious toll, especially on women
who speak publicly about their experiences.

20% of female undergrads polled had
been victims of sexual assault and
misconduct

Project Include is also accepting as many as 18
startups, who can apply to receive recommendations
through a program called Start-Up Include. «The
CEO can’t do it alone. We want to give employees — including Diversity & Inclusion and People
Operations leads — ways to convince others, especially CEOs who have not yet made diversity a priority», reads the project’s website. «We want every tech
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employee to understand how diversity and inclusion
helps everyone when designed thoughtfully. We also
urge VCs to use their considerable influence to lead
change in their firms and their portfolio companies».
In September 2015 Harvard President Drew Faust
detailed the initial results of a survey completed by
Harvard students which asked about individual experiences with sexual assault¹⁰ and campus perceptions
of sexual assault . Of female Harvard College seniors,
62.8% responded. And of those, 16% reported
they had experienced penetration or attempted penetration without their consent during
their years in college. 31% said they had experienced some form of nonconsensual sexual contact
since starting college. Both the rates of reported
rapes and other sexual assaults were significantly
higher than the average in a recent survey of 27
schools.
The results were collected in April 2015 as part
of a broad survey of students across Harvard’s
schools, which included undergraduate, graduate,
and professional students. Harvard was one of the
schools that conducted sexual assault surveys on
behalf of the Association of American Universities
(AAU); the research itself was conducted by social
science firm Westat. In aggregate, the AAU found
that over 20% of female undergrads polled had
been victims of sexual assault and misconduct,
while 11% had experienced incidents of attempted or
completed penetration. Of all the schools surveyed,
Harvard had the highest participation rate: 53% of
all degree-seeking students across Harvard schools
responded. This was significantly higher than the 19%
average across all the schools surveyed.
Faust recently launched a website called Sexual
Harassment/Assault Response and Education,
or SHARE, to aggregate resources, among other
initiatives to prevent sexual violence on campus, but
this report will no doubt accelerate the university’s
response. Faust has convened a Task Force on the
Prevention of Sexual Assault that will be led by Steve
Hyman, Harvard’s former provost, to examine the
AAU results and provide recommendations. She has
also invited interested members of the community
this evening for a university conversation to gather
ideas about how to tackle sexual assault on campus.
In 2011, Dr. Kate Clancy, an assistant professor
at the University of Illinois and regular blogger for
Scientific American, sat down for a talk with a friend
that she now remembers as a «wake-up call». From
across the table, the friend, a female PhD student,
confessed running into problems while finishing
her dissertation. When Clancy asked why, the friend
revealed that she had been sexually assaulted while
doing her dissertational fieldwork¹¹. The dissertation
was stalled because the friend had trouble looking
at the data gathered from that time. It triggered
flashbacks.
As Clancy continued to explore issues related to
the inclusion of women in STEM careers, she only
came across more stories similar to her friend’s. She
and a group of three other collaborators were able

In 2009, women made up only 25% of the
IT workforce. Representation varies by
race/ethnicity
The %of computing jobs held by women
has been declining

Percentage of computing occupations
held by women, 2009

Salary gap between Men and Women

Salary Gap by industry

Key Message:
The % of computing jobs held by women
has been declining since 1991, when it reached a 36%.
Meanwhile, the percentage of jobs held by women
in almost all other sciences has increased significantly.
The salary gap between women and men declines
slightly in the first 5 years of their careers, then spikes
for the next 5-7 years.uite high

Source: NCWIT, College Board, 2007
College Coard Seniors, Total group
profile report. Bureau of Labor,
Current population Survey 2008;
Dice Holdings Inc.

to publish real, hard data about the incidence of
sexual harassment and assault on scientific field sites
in journal PLoS One. Out of a survey of more than
600 field scientists, ranging from high school
students to retired faculty, more than twothirds reported sexual harassment, with women
3.5 times more likely to report sexual harassment
over men. Women were also more likely to report
having been sexually assaulted: 26% of women in the
sample reported the experience, as did 6% of men.
Hostile workplaces are often cited as one reason,
among many, that could explain the perplexing
drop-off in women pursuing STEM courses and
careers past high school and college. But until Clancy
started looking into the data, she never imagined
sexual assault might play a role. If it does, it’s no
wonder: It’s difficult to «lean in» when your entire
sense of self-preservation is screaming at you to lean
out. The number of field scientists who indicated
that they had been sexually assaulted was shockingly
high, adds study co-author and Skidmore College
assistant professor Robin Nelson.
Emily May had been street harassed since
the age of 18 and knew countless women who’d
been catcalled, followed, subjected to masturbating
strangers¹². In 2010, after five years of running a blog
that gave women a platform to post their street harassment experiences, May founded Hollaback! as a
full-fledged nonprofit. In the absence of institutional
funding, she raised more than $13,500 on Kickstarter
instead. Today Hollaback! has grown to include
local chapters in 92 cities and 32 countries around
the world and has expanded its mission with help
from the Knight Foundation, creating an app called
Heartmob designed to combat online harassment.

INTERNET-GIANTS GO
RIGHT WAY TO IMPROVE
THE DIVERCITY
Within the last six months, Dropbox, Pinterest,
Airbnb, Twitter and Intuit have all hired employees charged with correcting their diversity
problems¹³. The first step is an admitting that you
have a problem. Most industry-leading companies
have already made that first uncomfortable admission in the past year, releasing statistics on the lack of
women and people of color in their workforces. Now,
instead of transparency reports, the trend has shifted
to hiring diversity chiefs to fix the problem — preferably from within the communities these leaders will
be given a task to represent.
Dropbox has had Judith Williams as its global
head of diversity since October; Pinterest added
Candice Morgan as head of diversity four months
ago; Airbnb hired David King as director of diversity
less than three months ago, Jeffrey Siminoff joined
Twitter as vice president of inclusion and diversity
five months ago, and Michelle Angier has been chief
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diversity officer at Intuit since December 2015.
The most urgent task, of course, is boosting
their companies’ embarrassingly low percentages of
minority employees. But a hiring surge alone isn’t
enough to trigger a culture shift — and fixing the
culture that allows women engineers to be harassed
out of their jobs or managers to suggest building a
tool to guess the ethnicity of job applicants by their
last names will take more than just a fresh group of
new hires.
Gender plays no role in compensation for technology professionals, according to a salary analysis
by Dice, a careers site for the industry¹⁴. The wage
gap is rarely as clear cut as the 77¢ for every dollar
figure most often cited on the issue. It’s no less complex in the tech industry, according to Dice’s data. In
its latest Salary Survey, men on average made nearly
$10,000 more in 2014 than women during the same
year. What’s missing in the straight salary data are
two factors that influence pay: years of experience
and level of education. Dice analysts found that,
controlling for these variables, average salaries for
male and female tech professionals with parallel job
titles are relatively equal.
Apparently, Facebook, which is just 32%
female worldwide, doesn’t have a gender pay
gap, according to Lori Goler, head of people at
Facebook¹⁵.
In the United States, women make about 76
cents for every dollar men earn, according to a
2016 Glassdoor study. The tech industry’s gender gap
is close to the U.S. average (5.4%), falling in the middle among industries. That said, the tech occupations
with significant gaps include computer programmers
(28.3%), computer aided designer (21.5%) and video
game artist (15.8%). But, it seems that those stats
don’t apply to Facebook.
«We regularly review our compensation practices to ensure pay equity, and have done for many
years», Goler wrote on the Facebook blog. «We
complete thorough statistical analyses to compare
the compensation of men and women performing
similar work. I’m proud to share that at Facebook,
men and women earn the same».
In March 2016 Microsoft hired a bunch of
women wearing very little clothing to dance
and socialize with people at the company’s official
Game Developers Conference after-party in San
Francisco¹⁶. It’s crazy that Microsoft would so blatantly sexualize women — for a few reasons. For one,
don’t tech companies realize that it’s not okay to do
that anymore? Over the last couple of years, conferences have gotten better about not using «booth
babes» to get people to check out their products.
Secondly, Microsoft hosts a women in gaming
luncheon every year at GDC. Thirdly, Microsoft CEO
Satya Nadella said Microsoft is «very focused» on
diversity, and even welcomed Rev. Jesse Jackson’s
push for inclusion in tech, he said at the company’s
annual shareholders meeting in December. He also
noted that Microsoft has deployed unconscious bias
training to more than 100,000 employees. What’s

problematic is that Microsoft chose to throw a party
that clearly caters to heterosexual men by hiring
women as objects of sex. Microsoft’s latest diversity
report cited a workforce that is 73.1 percent male,
59.2 percent white, 5.4 percent Hispanic and 3.5
percent black.
Airbnb hired David King III, a former Peace
Corps and State Department official, as its first head
of «diversity and belonging»¹⁷. But the challenges
ahead for King are about more than making the
company itself more diverse.
Even as Airbnb seeks to portray itself as an ally
of the middle class, making it possible for families
to make ends meet by renting out space in their
homes, the company’s platform itself has a diversity-related image problem. Critics claim the shortterm rentals at the heart of Airbnb’s service eat into
long-term housing stock, raising housing prices and
driving low-income and minority residents out of the
cities. The company was also stung by research that
showed guests with stereotypically «black-sounding»
names have a harder time booking a reservation on
the platform. At Airbnb, «belonging» isn’t just about
who works there. It’s about the company’s product
itself.
At Airbnb, King says he’ll consider implementing
the Rooney Rule, a hiring approach pioneered by
the NFL that requires at least one person from an
underrepresented minority to be interviewed for
every open executive position. He’s also open to the
idea of «blind résumés», that is, résumés that have
been stripped of details that might suggest an applicant’s gender or race. That’s in addition to training,
outreach, recruitment, and retention efforts that King
says are already under way at the company.
According to the company’s equal opportunity
filings with the US Department of Labor, Airbnb’s US
staff is 63 percent white, 22.3 percent Asian, 7.1 percent Hispanic, and 3 percent black. At the executive
and managerial level, 70.7 percent of Airbnb is white,
while 56.5 percent of that leadership is male. Looking
specifically at the tech workers, the company is 5.7
percent Hispanic and 3 percent black. The gender
breakdown, at least, shows a better split: 47 percent
of US employees at Airbnb are women — much
better than the industry average of 29 percent.
Airbnb has announced also two new initiatives
with female-focused nonprofits — Global Fund
for Women and Vital Voices — to support travel
for women leaders and activists so they can attend
trainings, speaking engagements, and other similar
events around the world. They hosted, for instance,
Global Fund guests attending the United Nations’
60th Commission on the Status of Women in March.
As for Airbnb’s broader image problem, King doesn’t
have specific answers. But he does say he wants to
learn more.
In March 2015 Pinterest made public¹⁸ its
ambitious plan to boost diversity, which seeks to
hire a greater percentage of women and underrepresented minorities for engineering and leadership
roles at the company. Pinterest chief creative officer
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Evan Sharp, one of Fast Company’s most creative
people, outlined the company’s specific goals for the
next year in a blog post:
Increase hiring rates for full-time engineering
roles to 30% female.
Increase hiring rates for full-time engineers to
8% underrepresented ethnic backgrounds.
Increase hiring rates for non-engineering roles
to 12% underrepresented ethnic backgrounds.
Implement a Rooney Rule-type requirement
where at least one person from an underrepresented background and one female candidate is interviewed for every open leadership
position.
Engineer Tracy Chou, one of our most creative
person this year, who called the tech companies
to step up and reveal their diversity numbers in a
Medium post back in 2013, influences the changes at
Pinterest, partially.
In summer 2015, Pinterest CEO Ben Silbermann
and cofounder Evan Sharp gathered the majority of
their more than 600 employees in the office cafeteria to discuss how to make their workforce more
diverse¹⁹. Facing a room filled largely with white and
Asian men, Silbermann and Sharp made a case for
the importance of diversity in fostering creativity.
More varied teams are more creative, they argued,
and more creative teams lead to better products and
greater success. With Pinterest rapidly expanding —
it added more than 150 new employees in the first
half of 2015 — they had to move quickly to change
the composition of the company.
The gathering should have been a celebration. Nearly two years earlier, Tracy Chou, a female
Asian-American programmer at Pinterest, had
disclosed in a much talked-about blog post entitled
«Where are the numbers?» that almost 90% of her
engineering colleagues were male.
Chou had spent much of the year watching with
disappointment as she received email after email
introducing a new Pinterest to colleagues, most
of whom did little to move the diversity needle. It
wasn’t for lack of effort. Pinterest had mentored female programming students, recruited at events for
female, African-American, and Latino engineers, and
instituted training in unconscious gender and racial
bias. But none of it had made a difference.
Pinterest’s experience resembled that of many
other tech companies. Sharp says he and Silbermann
realized that they had neither given employees
enough reason to care about diversifying Pinterest
nor defined their goals. As many other companies,
their efforts just hadn’t received the same staff-wide
attention and careful tracking that, say, launching
a big product or meeting a sales target. And while
Sharp is personally passionate about the societal
benefits of making Silicon Valley more inclusive,
he had to make a case to employees that was less
about ethics and more about the bottom line: «This
is not a charity; it’s a business».

In 2016, they declared, 30% of their new employees in engineering roles would be female, and 8%
would be from underrepresented ethnic minorities,
such as African Americans and Latinos. They took
pains to emphasize that these numbers were guidelines, not quotas—but semantics aside, the priority
was clear. As Sharp points out, the company faces a
simple math problem: «As the absolute number of
employees grows, each new hire will have a smaller
impact on Pinterest’s overall composition. The problem will only get harder to solve». Says Sharp, «It’s
kind of now or never».
In February 2016 Slack published an update
based on its internal data on diversity and inclusion
among its rapidly growing staff²⁰. The last time it
posted such numbers wasn’t that long ago, but the
company reasoned that the expansion of its staff between mid-year 2015, when there were 170 employees, to this month, where they now count nearly 370
employees worldwide, warranted another look. As
with the swelling of the ranks, there are some shifts
in the numbers of women, underrepresented minorities, and LGBTQ staff members—and they weren’t

always on the plus side.
43% of managers identify as women, and 40%
of Slack staff are managed by women, down slightly
from the last report. In the U.S., 24% of people in
Slack’s global engineering organization identified as
women, up from 18% in September. Across all departments globally, women are currently 43% of the
entire workforce, up from 39% in its September post.
The black engineering population at Slack has grown
to 8.9% of the overall U.S. engineering organization
(and over 7.8% globally, compared to just under 7%
globally in the last report). The LGBTQ population
has grown from 10% of Slack’s global workforce in
June to 13% of its global population in December.
What it shows is that Slack is better than some of its
peer tech companies.
Over the last year, Slack engineer Erica Baker
has become a well-known advocate for diversity and
inclusion in the tech industry²¹. Although she started
at Slack as a building and release engineer, her role
has since evolved to include some work around
diversity and inclusion.

CODING SCHOOLS AND

«I grew up in St. Louis and didn’t really know
anything about fashion until I walked in a charity
fashion show at my local mall and was signed to a
modeling agency. Before my modeling career took
off, I really loved my math and science classes at
school. My dad was an ER doctor and as a girl, I
dreamed of following his footsteps. Taking coding
classes brings me back to the excitement I felt as a
kid in first-period biology. I’m a curious person and
coding allows me to think about how our world is
built».
«People have been really supportive and excited
about Kode With Klossy. Ten years ago, it might
have been this weird thing for a model to be
taking computer science classes, but the industry is very tech friendly today. When I started
modeling, fashion week was this very exclusive thing.
You weren’t allowed to say anything about the designer’s collections to anyone. Now, I walk in shows

BOOTCAMPS HELP GIRLS
TO START CODING
Karlie Kloss made headlines last year when she
announced she was not only a high-ranking model
but could also code in Ruby²². Kloss, who says she’s
always been interested in math and science, started
learning to program a couple of years ago.
The supermodel collaborated with the Flatiron
School in New York City last year to launch #KodewithKarlie, a scholarship program for teen girls.
In April 2016 the supermodel started Kode With
Klossy, a coding summer camp for girls ages 13-18.
The two-week camp will provide scholarships to
80 young women from New York, Los Angeles and
Karlie’s hometown of St. Louis, Missouri.
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that are live-streamed on Periscope and teased out
on Instagram. The fashion industry has changed a
lot over the last few years because of technology».
«Since I started coding, I’ve learned a lot that
feeds back into my work in the fashion industry. The
magazines I shoot for and the brands I work with are
driven by what’s happening in the tech world. When
I’m in a meeting with one of my fashion partners,
having a technical understanding of how it all works
makes me a stronger businesswoman».
«Ruby on Rails is what I’ve been learning in my
classes at the Flatiron School. During the Kode With
Klossy camp, the students are going to get to learn
the fundamentals of Ruby on Rails too. They’ll be
able to apply that knowledge to build an app based
on whatever they’re excited about or interested in.
It’s fast paced, but coming away from the course
with something that’s your own is a really empowering thing».
«If you can learn how to write code, or at least,
gain an understanding of how it works at a high level, then you open yourself up to more opportunities
in your career and life. We need more women stud-

ying code in school and working as programmers
in every industry. As technology changes the way
our world operates, tech companies will have more
influence on our lives — it’s important that women
are part of that equation. My goal is for Kode With
Klossy to introduce and teach coding to a handful
of the girls who will make up that next generation of
change-makers».
As of 2012, last year for which the National
Science Foundation has published data, only about
18% of degrees in the field were obtained by women, the lowest percentage of any STEM discipline²³.
But there is one corner of this pale, male landscape
that has less of a gender imbalance than others:
coding schools. Also called coding bootcamps,
these schools teach basic programming skills to
students who typically don’t have previous experience, charging on average about $11,000 for a
10-week course. According to Course Report, which
has aggregated data from 63 coding bootcamps
in the U.S. and Canada, 38% of these programs’
graduates were women in 2014.
«We still have a problem—it’s just not as bad»,

Life of fashion models:
debts, low salaries, sexual
harassment and career
instability

Beyond the low pay — the average annual wage for a runway model is

$26,600 per year, — the modeling industry is littered with stories of abuse and degradation.
Starvation, child labor, sexual abuse, racism and grueling hours for almost no pay. Working
conditions no one should experience are too often the hallmarks of a runway model’s career.
47% of models appearing on catwalks at one of the four major fashion weeks around the world
appeared only once. 20% of the models were actually in debt. 30% of models reported inappropriate touching on the job, with 28% reporting being pressured to have sex with someone
at work. In two-thirds of the cases, those models who opted to inform their agencies about
work-based sexual harassment were met with agencies who «didn’t see the problem».

Read more online or download as PDF
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says Daisha Versaw, who estimates that about 35% of
graduating classes at the Turing School, a seven-month program in Denver for which she is the
manager of marketing and communications, have
been women.
«We don’t have ‘standard’ prerequisites: special
schools, degrees, ages, standardized testing, or even
past careers», says Diane Hessan, the CEO of the
Startup Institute, an eight-week program in Boston where 41% of past graduates have been women.
«Bootcamps offer more of a meritocracy, and that
attracts people of all kinds».
Coding schools are also relatively new, and many
of them have made including people with diverse
backgrounds a goal from the start. «The typical CS
programs with male-dominant classes are indirectly
marketing that not everyone can code», says Aaron
Fazulak, a cofounder of Designation Labs, a UI/
UX design bootcamp in Chicago where about 64%
of graduates have been women. «We have gotten it
right since day one, which makes things a lot easier
than starting off on the wrong foot».
Angie Chang, the VP of strategic partnerships at
Hackbright Academy, a coding school for women
in San Francisco, also sees this marketing aspect as a
boon for more gender diversity among coding bootcamps. «Girls are told if they’re extroverts, then they
don’t belong to engineering», she says. Hackbright’s
marketing materials intentionally show women at
events and interacting with mentors to avoid this
perception. «From the outright, we’ve had diversity»,
Fazulak says. «So when you see pictures of our graduates in our marketing materials, the precedent has
already been set that anyone can go to our school».
Some coding schools have incorporated educating women and underrepresented minorities into
their DNA. Telegraph Academy, a 12-week program based in Oakland, for instance, markets itself
as «the premier software engineering bootcamp for
people of color underrepresented in tech».

Female candidate sets her expected
salary at $14,000 less than men
Hackbright and Ada, a seven-month program
in Seattle, enrolls only women.
But most coding schools, even those without
these stated missions, offer some sort of scholarship for women and/or minority of students. In an
effort to attract students with diverse backgrounds,
for instance, Flatiron School in New York City has
collaborated/became a partner with the NYC Tech
Talent Pipeline and the Workforce Development Corporation to offer a free intensive course for people
who make less than $50,000 per year and have no
college degree.
General Assembly, arguably the largest of the
tech training schools, has an «opportunity fund» that
provides full scholarships for courses to women, veterans, and people of colors, disconnected youth, and
low-income individuals. Many schools, like Bitmaker
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Labs in Toronto, offer automatic discounts on tuition.
Dev Bootcamp in New York, San Francisco, and
Chicago has a «diversity manager» role.
«It’s like any other business you go after», Liliana
Monge, the co-founder of Los Angeles-based coding school Sabio.la, commented at a panel about
diversity in coding schools. «If you say, look, I want
to make sure I’m achieving these types of goals,
then you have to align your marketing dollars to
match that audience . . . You can’t just sit back and
say, they’re not [applying]. Well, what would you do
if customers weren’t coming? You would actively go
out and look for them».
The Girl Scouts rolled out an update²⁴
to the Digital Cookie program, launched last
December in an effort to increase access to the organization’s popular cookies. The new and improved
Digital Cookie 2.0 simplifies the mobile app and
makes the website customizable — an upgrade that
the Girl Scouts hope will boost declining sales and
membership numbers.
«Digital Cookie marks a strategic turning point
in updating the business and financial literacy skills
girls learn — and the way they learn them — to
align with our digital world», Girl Scouts CEO Anna
Maria Chávez, one of Fast Company’s Most Creative
People last year, said. Over the past few years, sales
of cookies have raised almost $800 million year\y
and comprise a major component of the Girl Scouts’
fundraising budget. But in 2015, despite the adoption
of the Digital Cookie program, overall cookie sales
fell to 194 million boxes—about $776 million in sales.
(2015 sales vastly surpassed the organization’s projected target of 184 million boxes. The Digital Cookie
program alone sold 2.5 million boxes and generated
10 million in revenue.)
CODE2040 CEO Laura Weidman Powers describe their goals:²⁵ «CODE2040 is a non profit. We
work with tech companies to help them gain access
to more diverse talent and we work with black and
Latino college students to help smooth the pathway
into the industry. We decided to focus on blacks and
Latinos specifically because they are quite underrepresented in Silicon Valley in technology but they’re
actually less under-represented in computer science.
So, 18% of computer science undergrad degrees go
to black and Latino students, but you see numbers
closer to 5% at companies, so there’s a real opportunity for companies to access the talent that’s already
out there». «This past summer, we had 35 students
in the fellows program. Ninety percent of those
students get full time offers at their tech companies,
which is pretty great».
According to a new study published by the data
science team at Hired²⁶, a jobs marketplace for tech
workers, the average female candidate sets her
expected salary at $14,000 less than men.
Related or not, 69 percent of the time, men receive
higher salary offers than women for the same job
title at the same company. (On average, employers
pay women 3 percent less for the same roles, though
some companies offer as much as 30 percent less.)

This is where the so-called expectation gap
is likely to play a role, says company’s lead data
scientist, Jessica Kirkpatrick. Women are asking less
because they don’t know what their peers are making or, in some cases, they question whether they
deserve the same amount. (Pinterest engineer Tracy
Chou shared her own personal experience with this
issue in a piece on Quartz published earlier today.)
Kirkpatrick also notes that a women’s comparative
lack of success when it comes to negotiating for
better pay (as documented by Catalyst, among others) can also take on a kind of snowball effect over
time. If you get paid $15,000 less than your male
counterpart does in one job, it’s hard to make up the
difference when your next employer asks you about
your last salary.
Founded in 2011, Black Girls Code is on a
mission to change the face of technology by introducing girls from underrepresented communities
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to coding²⁷. Black Girls Code does this through a
series of workshops, hackathons and summer camps.
«When we look at tech companies, they really at this
point in time don’t reflect the demographics of the
U.S. or the world in general and the people that are
using those products», Black Girls Code founder
Kimberly Bryant said. «So, it would be important
to them to continue being successful companies and
really meet the needs of their consumers to bring
more people inside the company instead of just
focusing on utilizing the m as consumers». «I think
that we’re fighting for several things. Two things are
here. We’re fighting really systemic racism that’s been
built into the fabric of not just these companies, but
our nation in general. I think even more predominant
is this notion of implicit bias that is one of the leading
factors in prohibiting the tech industry from becoming more diverse».

Women basically are as financially
literate as men
Female Chief information officers in
Fortune 500 companies

2012

61

Female CIOs

2014

87

Female CIOs
(17.4%)

Growth 2012 – 2014 = 43%

Source: Barney JB. 1986. Organizational Culture: Can It Be a Source of Sustained Competitive Advantage? Academy of Management Review 11 (3):
656-665.1997,2002,2007 surveys of business owners and Ewing Marion Kauffman foundaiton calculation

Women – owned firms represent an
important segment of the business
sector in the US

Key Message:
While the share of women owned businesses in terms
of the number of businesses continues to grow over
time,their shares of employer firms, revenues,
employment, and payrollhave stagnated or even
declined over the last two decades.
Source: Barney JB. 1986. Organizational
Culture: Can It Be a Source of Sustained
Competitive Advantage? Academy of
Management Review 11 (3):
656-665.1997,2002,2007 surveys of business
owners and Ewing Marion Kauffman
foundaiton calculation

NOT ONLY FEMALEEPLOEES AND FOUNDERS –
BUT VC-PARTNERS TOO
The venture landscape changes fast. Ten years
ago, few would have predicted the ubiquity of micro
funds or the rise of Andreessen Horowitz or the
existence of a platform like AngelList that enables
people with enough connections to become pop-up
VCs²⁸. Few — though not most — see what’s coming
next, too, and that’s woman VCs, taking their place
alongside with men. In fact, we argue that the shift
will represent the biggest opportunity over the next
decade. It may be hard to believe, given the wealth
of attention paid to the low numbers of women in
the industry and the obstacles they have to overcome. But the signs of change are everywhere if you
pay an attention.
Though women are making slow inroads at
venture firms — according to CrunchBase data
published²⁹, just 7% of partners at the top 100
venture firms are women. They represent 12% of
investing partners at corporate venture firms — a
percentage is likely to grow because of heightened
interest in how tech companies fare when it comes
to diversity. «We believe it’s a missed opportunity if
we aren’t an active participant» in funding women
and minority-led companies and funds», says Janey
Hoe, VP of Cisco’s 40-person investments unit.
Moreover, over the last three years, 16% of newly
launched venture and micro-venture firms had
at least one female founder, shows CrunchBase
data.
As costs have fallen and made entrepreneurship
accessible globally, more people are coming into
venture capital. Monique Woodard, a longtime
entrepreneur and more newly a venture partner at
500 Startups, credits her own path to the democratization of information brought by social media
platforms. «You suddenly have this library around
venture capital and thought leadership that didn’t
exist before», said Woodard. It’s also the case that
women — an expanding number of whom are
founding startups, as well as rising through the ranks
of the other companies — have more role models in
VC than they did a decade ago.

16% of newly launched venture and
micro-venture firms had at least one
female founder

Venture firms are facing a more immediate
business risk: the real possibility that without women
investors on staff, they will be missing promising
investment opportunities. According to a new survey
265 of male and female founders who have taken
money from True Ventures, a high percentage said
they would not seek funding from a firm without any
females in investing roles. An even higher percent-
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age responded that they’d be even more inclined to
seek funding from firms that employ more than one
female investing partner.
That message is reaching venture teams.
Founders Fund brought aboard renowned angel
investor Cyan Banister as its first woman partner;
First Round Capital in February brought aboard
Birchbox’s co-founder Hayley Barna as a venture
partner. True Ventures has, meanwhile, authorized
Amy Errett, the CEO of True-backed hair care company Madison Reed, to write checks on its behalf.
This is why you saw Intel Capital last June
created a $125 million fund to back women
and other under-represented entrepreneurs. That’s
why Kapor Capital has a mandate to invest in women
and minorities. That’s why Andreessen Horowitz, who
has exclusively male investment partners, is trying to
get the word out to entrepreneurs that it’s interested
in under-represented groups, including the organization of networking events for tech’s black community.
As a part of Intel’s $300 million commitment to
diversity, the company has announced³⁰ in February
2016 a multi-year partnership and $1.3 million investment in CODE2040, a non-profit organization that
helps to get black and Latino/the students of color
involved in tech. This comes a little over a month
after CODE2040 raised $1.2 million from the Knight
Foundation. The money will go towards supporting
CODE2040’s Fellows program, which places students in career-building workshops and internships
at top tech companies and Technical Application
Prep programs, a newer CODE2040 initiative aimed
to prepare students to get internships and thrive at
top tech companies. This year and next, Intel will
host 60 student interns from the CODE2040 Fellows
program in Santa Clara. Intel will also host students
from CODE2040’s TAP program for part of a five-day
Tech Trek. «We are very proud of the multi-year
partnership with Intel to create access, awareness,
and opportunities for Black and Latino/a engineering
talent», CODE2040 CEO Laura Weidman Powers
said in a statement. «This transformative partnership
allows CODE2040 to expand our work to increase
the impact of diversity in the innovation economy.
Together with Intel, we are excited to create more
experiences like this one, described by Anthony
Williams, a TAP participant».
BBG Ventures is an early-stage fund focused
on consumer Internet and mobile startups with at
least one female founder³¹. They back entrepreneurs
who reimagine our daily life, creating market-defining consumer tech products and services that make
our work, play and home lives simpler, better — and
more satisfying. BBG Ventures invests across marketplaces, mobile tools and services, commerce, media/
content platforms and connected living. BBG Ventures has over 30 companies in its portfolio including
Glamsquad, goTenna, HopSkipDrive, Modsy, Zola,
RocksBox, Ringly, Kontor and Lola.
Susan Lyne is a president and founding partner
at BBG Ventures, a new venture fund for women-led
tech startups focused on a consumer internet and

mobile businesses. Before launching BBG Ventures,
Susan was a CEO of the AOL Brand Group where
she oversaw AOL’s unique content brands including
AOL.com, TechCrunch, Engadget, StyleList, Moviefone and MapQuest. Susan was a CEO and then
Chairman of Gilt Groupe from 2008-2013. Prior to
that, she served as a president and a CEO of Martha
Stewart Living Omnimedia (MSO).
Nisha Dua is a partner at BBG Ventures. Nisha
has spent the last 10 years working across media,
tech, strategy and law. She was the general manager
of AOL’s millennial site, Cambio, which she relaunched in 2014 as a site «for girls, #BUILTBYGIRLS»
in partnership with Girls Who Code and where she
quadrupled the traffic in fewer than seven months.
Nisha founded the #BUILTBYGIRLS movement
which challenges young women to be a part of the
tech-enabled economy through a series of offline
and online programs designed to help young women get ahead in tech, including the Girls Who Fund
internship program which teaches girls the fundamentals of venture capital.
Social Capital is a venture capital fund that aims
to change the world by giving companies with disruptive ideas the money to carry those ideas out³².
With savvy investments in Box, Slack, SurveyMonkey,
Wealthfront, and Second Market, Social Capital
could have been content being a prosperous venture
firm. Instead, according to founder and managing
partner Chamath Palihapitiya, it’s aiming to be «a
progress factory». Social Capital invests in startups,
but when «industries [are] so lumbering that they
are really holding back human potential», the fund
steps in and creates solutions itself in a form of new
businesses. Social Capital’s world-changing ambitions
reflect the priorities of its senior investment team,
which has a rare 50-50 gender and ethnicity split for
a VC firm. In fact, Social Capital partnered with technews site «The Information» to publish a ranking
of VC firms’ diversity, which laid bare the industry’s
monoculture. «If you’re going to be successful on
a broad basis, you’re going to need to appeal to
different kinds of people from different kinds of
backgrounds», Palihapitiya explains. «The diversity
we have is frankly our only path to long-term viability. That’s not to say we’re going to be successful, but
at the minimum we’re going to be more interesting
than a bunch of old, white dipshits».
Of the thousands of venture deals minted from
2012 to 2014, almost zero black women founders
raised money³³. (The exact number is 24 out of
10,238, or just 0.2%.) Of those few that have raised
money, the average amount of funding was $36,000.
That’s compared to a typical startup, typically found-
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ed by a white male, that typically fails. Those manage
to raise an average of $1.3 million in a venture
funding.
This disparity comes even as black women today
comprise the fastest-growing group of entrepreneurs
in the US, with over 1.5 million businesses — a 322
percent increase since 1997. These businesses generate over $44 billion a year in revenue. Yet in the tech
world, investors aren’t taking a risk on startups run
by black women.
These numbers come from a new report, Project
Diane, which calls black women founders «the
real unicorns of tech». The research is the culmination of a year’s worth of effort digging into tech
databases and reaching out to black female founders by Kathryn Finney and her company Digital
Undivided, which aims to create a pipeline of black
entrepreneurs in tech.
In 2012, Finney founded Digital Undivided,
bootstrapping it with her own money. The company
has already made a name for itself with initiatives
like the Focus Fellows program, which provides
training and mentorship to new female founders
from diverse backgrounds, and a conference for tech
workers from groups that are under-represented in
the industry.

THE NEW GENERATION
OF FEMALE
ENTREPRENEURS AS A
ROLE MODEL
Leila Janah, 33, the founder and CEO of Sama
Group, launched Sama in 2008 with the belief that
creating work opportunities is the most effective tool
for fighting poverty³⁴. Sama goes into communities that lack living-wage jobs — from the slums of
Nairobi, Kenya, and Port-au-Prince, Haiti, to rural Arkansas — and trains people to do digital work,³⁵
such as verifying data that makes Google’s search algorithms smarter and flagging inappropriate content
posted to TripAdvisor³⁶. So far, Sama reports that it
has helped approximately 51,000 people³⁷, almost
22,000 direct beneficiaries and another 29,000-plus
of their income dependents. In 2015, Sama aided
twice as many people as it did in 2014.
Leila Janah is pouring her life into creating a
more sustainable world³⁸. After all, her company has
«equality» built into its name. Janah is the founder of
Sama Group³⁹ («sama» means equality in Sanskrit),
a not-for-profit organization that seeks to improve
the lives of those living below the poverty line. It has
three different efforts: Samasource, which connects
people in Sub-Saharan Africa and South Asia to
digital jobs; Samaschool, which trains people digital
skills, and Samahope, a crowdfunding platform to
fund medical treatments.
Samasource differs from traditional outsourcing businesses by going into the most economically
challenged communities, such as Mathare, a network
of slums with 500,000 residents. More than half of
Sama workers are females, and more than 90% are
unemployed or underemployed before receiving
work from Sama.
Instead of applying for grants, Janah tapped her
network to fund Laxmi’s launch, raising a $2 million
seed round from the likes of LinkedIn cofounder Reid
Hoffman, Toms Shoes founder Blake Mycoskie, and
former Yahoo CEO Tim Koogle (who’s also chairman
of Method Products). Laxmi wants to grow its line
to as many as 70 or 80 products. Then, there are
ancillary markets such as jewelry and home decorations that Janah envisions expanding into, both of
which could create jobs for poor women in remote
locations. Sama owns 12% of Laxmi and Janah owns
24%. This means that if Laxmi pays dividends or is
acquired, Sama will receive a windfall. «Laxmi can
eventually generate money for additional social
enterprises», she says. «I don’t have a Mother Teresa
complex. I’m a pragmatist».
Anne Wojcicki co-founded 23andMe in 2006
after a decade spent investing in healthcare focused
primarily on biotechnology companies⁴⁰. Her hope
was to empower consumers with access to their own
genetic information and to create a way to generate
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more personalized information so that commercial
and academic researchers could better understand
and develop new drugs and diagnostics.
Presently, 23andMe has built one of the world’s
largest databases of individual genetic information.
Its novel, web-based research approach allows the
rapid recruitment of participants to many genome-wide association studies at once, reducing
the time and money needed to make new discoveries, and the company has created a proven and
standardized resource to finding a new genetic
association and confirming genetic loci discovered
by others. Under Anne’s leadership 23andMe has
made significant advances in bringing personalized
medicine directly to the public. Anne graduated from
Yale University with a BS in Biology. Getting access to
and understanding her own genetic information had
always been one of her ambitions.
You don’t have to be a technical genius to make
valuable contributions to science . This is a concept
personal genomics entrepreneur Anne Wojcicki.
What is important for a successful scientific venture is finding a way to get ordinary people excited
about and interested in science, which is something
Wojcicki strives to do with23andMe, a company she
co-founded with Linda Avey and Paul Cusenza to
provide genetic testing to consumers. The company is one of the first, and only, companies to offer
genetic profiles directly to consumers, rather than
through doctors or researchers. Getting ordinary
people interested in genetics — especially interested
enough to shell out $199 to give their genetic information to a company — is crucial to the 23andMe’s
success⁴¹. But Wojcicki also hopes 23andMe will
inspire more public interest in genetics and in science
in general. She has encouraged people who might
not consider themselves technical geniuses to still
participate in science.
Memes may come and go, but Susan Wojcicki’s (sister of Anne) job was to make certain that
YouTube profits from every one of them⁴². Google
employee No. 16 - the company initially rented her
Menlo Park garage as its headquarters - heads up
the Internet’s central hub for all things video. In
February 2014, Wojcicki moved from her post as
consigliere for Google’s ads and commerce (some
90% of revenue) to become CEO of Google-owned
YouTube, the world’s largest video platform.
YouTube is shaping popular culture and disrupting industries across the globe in a way that makes
it sound a lot like, well, Google⁴³. «Google is pretty
big», she says, «but I look at YouTube and I feel like
it’s Google 10 years ago — and I see the potential
for it to grow». Wojcicki’s job must be the envy of the
world’s teenagers, even if most of them have never
heard of this low-profile tech leader. When she arrived at YouTube, Wojcicki was charged with building
a business by luring advertisers from TV and expanding the site: her innovations have included subscriptions, original content and virtual reality. «I just
don’t fit their stereotype in any way and so they’re
confused», she says. «And then when I say I have five

kids, they’re even more confused». Wojcicki, who was
pregnant with her first child when she joined Google
in 1999, had her youngest after she became YouTube
chief executive. «We’re thinking about, well, how
does TV work for the next generation? Now that we
have new ways of distributing, now that we have the
Internet, what should TV look like? We’re going to
enable it to be global, and social, and across divides,
and on demand — that’s a big area», she says.
Hollywood and the music industry also see YouTube
as a rival.
Female leaders are scarce in the technology
industry, where women often make up less than
a fifth of technical employees at large companies.
Wojcicki reels them off on one hand: Meg Whitman
at HP, Ginni Rometty at IBM and her former Google colleagues Marissa Mayer at Yahoo and Sheryl
Sandberg at Facebook. Where Sandberg has created
a platform encouraging women to «lean in» at work,
speaking up and negotiating hard, Wojcicki uses
her position to campaign for paid parental leave,
saying it is «crazy» it is not a legal requirement in the
US, and to encourage more women into software
engineering.
The world’s youngest self-made female billionaire, Elizabeth Holmes and her diagnostics firm
Theranos have been under intense scrutiny since
late 2015⁴⁴. The FDA told Holmes in September 2015
that her company was using an unapproved blood
collection device. Theranos subsequently stated it
was voluntarily suspending the use of its «nanotainer» until it gets clearance. An October 2015 story
in The Wall Street Journal raised questions about
the reliability of Theranos tests - an assertion the
company has refused. A January 2016 letter from
the Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services found
that practices at its Newark, Calif. lab were unsafe to
patients. As a result, Walgreens, which has more than
40 Theranos centers in its stores, asked the company
to stop sending blood tests for analysis at its Newark
lab, and has suspended Theranos lab services at
Walgreens in Palo Alto. The company says it has taken corrective actions, and that its labs in Arizona are
not affected. Meanwhile, it is mostly relying on conventional methods to draw blood. Holmes founded
Theranos at age 19 to make cheaper diagnostic tests
that require only a few drops of blood from a finger
prick. Investors valued her company at $9 billion in
2014 - on a par with Quest Diagnostics.
Elizabeth Holmes founded Theranos because
she is afraid of needles⁴⁵. Which is an oversimplified
version of what really happened. Holmes spent some
of her freshman year at Stanford working in chemical engineering professor Channing Robertson’s
lab alongside PhDs. Over the summer, she interned
in a lab in Singapore that was looking for ways to
detect SARS in minute traces of blood and mucus.
She came back charged, and spent days working on
a patent for a patch-worn drug delivery system. She
presented her patent to Robertson and told him she
was dropping out of school to start a company. She
asked him to join the board, and he agreed.
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You’d have to look really hard not to see Steve
Jobs in Elizabeth Holmes⁴⁶. Both Holmes and Jobs
were loners as kids. As a teenager, Jobs discovered
Plato; Holmes favored Roman emperor-philosopher
Marcus Aurelius. Both dropped out of college, in
part, because they didn’t see the virtue in an education they believed wouldn’t make a difference in
their futures. Like the Apple creator, Holmes has kept
her company, Theranos — which seeks to radically
disrupt the lab test industry — shrouded in secrecy.
Jobs became a billionaire by the time he was 40. For
Holmes, that moment came sooner, when Theranos
was valued at $9 billion, she was not yet 31.
The tech press may be as responsible as Elizabeth Holmes⁴⁷. Over the past few years, when media
outlets reached out to Theranos about whether its
wunderkind founder, Elizabeth Holmes, would have
time to sit for an interview, her P.R. team generally responded with two questions: What time and
where? Holmes was a star. She bounced between
TV networks like a politician giving a stump speech.
She sat across from tech bloggers, reporters, and TV
cameras who slurped up her delectable story — that
she had come up with Theranos, her blood-testing
company, as a Stanford freshman who was fearful of
needles — and they largely regurgitated it, sometimes beat for beat.
As Mary Civiello wrote in Fortune⁴⁸: «Theranos CEO Elizabeth Holmes… did an interview with
TODAY… The appearance, in which Holmes said she
was «devastated» by the problems of the company, sparked a lot of conversation». «As a viewer of
the TODAY spot, I thought it was refreshing to see
a young CEO taking full responsibility for serious
problems with Theranos’ testing accuracy. As a
communications coach, I thought she delivered
her message authentically and held up well under
tough questioning by Maria Shriver». «So, it was a
surprise to me to read an analysis by fellow media
coach Bill McGowan, who felt that Holmes «tanked»
the interview». «Personally, I hope Holmes makes a
comeback in business. I think she’s already taught us
something about grace under fire».
Last generation of supermodels trying to leverage their brand-names⁴⁹: Natalia Vodianova
launched Elbi (e-wallet for charity), Jessica Alba
preparing her Honest Company for IPO, Jessica
Hart promoting her LUMA Cosmetics, Lily Cole
set up Impossible («a social network for sharing
economy»). And the new generation of supermodels
is coming from Instagram and YouTube⁵⁰: Kendall
Jenner, Cara Delevigne and Gigi Hadid are
currently valued between $125,000 and $300,000 for
a single post across their social media. Karlie Kloss
and Miranda Kerr can command between $25,000
to $50,000 for a single post across Facebook, Twitter,
and Instagram.
Even among a group as impressive as Forbes’
inaugural 30 Under 30 list members for retail, Olga
Vidisheva stands out⁵¹. The founder of fast-growing
e-commerce platform Shoptiques barely spoke a
word in English when she moved from her native
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Last generation of supermodels trying to leverage their brand-names: Natalia Vodianova launched Elbi (e-wallet for charity), Jessica Alba preparing her Honest Company for
IPO, Jessica Hart promoting her LUMA Cosmetics, Lily Cole set up Impossible («a social
network for sharing economy»). And the new generation of supermodels is coming from
Instagram and YouTube: Kendall Jenner, Cara Delevigne and Gigi Hadid are currently
valued between $125,000 and $300,000 for a single post across their social media. Karlie
Kloss and Miranda Kerr can command between $25,000 to $50,000 for a single post
across Facebook, Twitter, and Instagram.
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Alisa Matsanyuk
Kyrgyzstan to Los Alamos, New Mexico at the age of
17. She worked as a waitress at a local sushi restaurant, improving her language skills through conversations with customers. Having watched her country’s slow, painful transition to a market economy in
the previous decade from her family’s one-bedroom,
government-provided apartment, she was determined to prosper in her new life in the U.S.
Fast forward a decade, modeling to pay for her
tuition, and Vidisheva had graduated from Wellesley

FEMTECH IN ASIA FEELS
BETTER THAN IN US
While the challenges facing women in tech differ
across the region, in a conversation with Dr. Lee Ng
about women in the Asian scene , e27 learned there
are similar challenges that can be seen in various
places⁵⁷. Surprisingly, Dr. Lee mentioned that when
it comes to equal representation, China actually
does a better job than Silicon Valley where even
in giants such as Google, women only make up 30
per cent of its workforce.
«The one place with the best gender representation is actually China! There is a lot more women in
tech, as well as in leadership position …Comparing
with Korea and Japan, Southeast Asian [country such
as] Singapore is actually much better as there are
more women in the workforce», she explained.

23% of new tech billionaires added to the
2016 list are Chinese women
She spent 30 years in the US, with 20 years of
them in Silicon Valley. Her latest role in the tech hub
was as Director of Venture Technology at Siemens,
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College with a degree in economics and mathematics, cut her teeth at top Wall Street firm Goldman
Sachs and graduated with an MBA from Harvard
University. Today, she runs Shoptiques, which gives
small fashion boutiques around the world an online
sales platform to sell their wares. In exchange, the
company takes a cut of sales and a joining fee for
retailers that include costs for photography, credit
card processing, packaging and shipping.
So far, so good: last year, revenues were about
$3 million, up 700% from 2013. When Shoptiques
made Forbes’ 2015 list of America’s Most Promising
Companies, Vidisheva said she aims to do $20 million in sales in 2015. The startup has raised $3 million
to date from top investors like Andreessen Horowitz,
Greylock Partners, Benchmark, SV Angel, William
Morris Endeavor Agency and Y Combinator.
In the same TechCrunch’s ranking «30 woman
who revolutionized a male dominated industry» you
can find Alisa Matsanyuk (ex-Chumachenko)⁵² (in
Inc.’s 35 under 35 too⁵³), co-founder and shareholder of one of the biggest online-gaming companies
Game Insight,⁵⁴ activist of Vilnius Techno Park⁵⁵
(she lives in Vilnius). Recently she launched her new
business - a network of maker-spaces for inventors «Green Garage»⁵⁶, and now wants to expand
to the UK and Asia.

where she worked with venture capitalists and innovators to identify and fund innovative technologies
through partnerships and joint technology developments.
«I think the bigger problem is that a lot of
women do not choose to major at science and
engineering for various reasons … [Some didn’t
choose it] because it is not sexy; it is not cool to be
nerdy. The other factor is that there is a lack of role
models», she explained. «Children, teenagers are
being asked to pick their specialisation at a very
young age in Asia, far younger than in the US. For
example, [in Singapore] by Sec-2, you are asked
to pick your O-Level subjects, and if you don’t pick
physics or math, you limit your options when you go
into A-Level», she explained. «Now let’s think about
[being a] Sec-2 or a fourteen-year-old. You tend to
want to study things when you have friends studying
it. It becomes a systemic [problem] where people
have to make decisions very early, and it’s really hard
to switch major», she added.
2015 was a tough year for billionaires who made
their mint in metals and mining, but a much better
year to be filthy rich in tech, according to the annual
Hurun Rich List report⁵⁸, which ranks the world’s
most wealthy people. Interestingly, 23% of new
tech billionaires added to the 2016 list are Chinese women. In fact, nine new additions make up
to 100 per cent of new global female tech billionaires.

Aside from a general rise in Chinese billionaires,
China also leads the world in new young billionaires
(under 40), which could explain why more female
tech names are finding their way onto the list. Women accounted for around 16% of the total Chinese
people listed, while in the under-40 age category
that number went up to 21% of the total. The country also accounts 75 per cent of the world’s ‘selfmade’ female billionaires, according to the report.
Ms. Jenny Lee, the Shanghai-based investor,
who started out studying electrical engineering - and
fittingly perhaps working on jet aircraft - has become
one of the most respected investors on the Chinese
tech start-up scene⁵⁹. Ms Lee, 43, is a partner at
the venture capital firm GGV Capital, has the Midas
touch, having led the investments into many Chinese
tech start-ups, shepherding them to their public
listings on United States Stock Exchanges such as
Nasdaq, or bourses in mainland China and Hong
Kong. She is the first woman venture capitalist to
crack the top 10 of Forbes Midas List 2015 which
has been ranking the top 100 investors worldwide for
several years.
Hong Kong tycoon Li Ka-Shing Venture-capital
fund led by partner Solina Chau⁶⁰ is pursuing deals
from Israel to Silicon Valley. Solina Chau, Li Ka-Shing’s
longtime companion, shown in 2009, struck 20 deals
last year as a head of Horizons Ventures. When the
venture-capital fund of Li Ka-shing, Asia’s richest
man, hosted a gathering of its portfolio companies
in Shanghai last year, it broke the ice with a scavenger hunt.
The Economic Times published a study on 187
Indian startups.⁶¹ The study found that there are
only 39 women (8%) among 500 founders; none
of the startups have externally hired women as the
CEOs. All the women CEOs are in fact co-founders
while there are only 2% women COOs. More important, only 7% women are leading finance divisions;
only 11% are leading tech divisions.
Women will never acquire a «hot» asset without
research, according to a survey conducted by Merrill
Lynch investment managers in 2005. And that’s why
when the romance fizzles out over time, men are
often found complaining about their past mistakes,
unaware of the exit route. Due diligence, prudent
choice and patience are a key to success in any relationships; they are a key to successful investments
and ventures as well.
In March 2016 Indian government announced⁶², that it launched digital marketing
portal for women entrepreneurs. In a bid to
strengthen women entrepreneurs, the ministry of
women and child development (WCD) launched Mahila e-Haat, an online marketing platform for women. The portal has been set up with an investment of
under Rs.10 lakh from the Rashtriya Mahila Kosh—an
autonomous body under the WCD ministry for the
socio-economic empowerment of women—and
sellers can register their products on the platform
without having to pay any listing fee. «No money
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will be charged, at least till the 31 December 2016,
after which the ministry may charge a one-time fee
but that again will be very nominal», a senior official
from the ministry said. On the day of the launch,
about 125,000 beneficiaries under 10,000 self-help
groups registered themselves on the portal. The only
eligibility criteria to register is that the sellers — any
women or women members of a self-help group —
have to be above 18 years old to eliminate the problem of child labor. In addition to this, all the sellers
are required to show the Mahila e-Haat logo on their
products. However, this does not mean they will have
to go away with their own brand logos; both can be
used at the same time.
Only 30% of India’s tech force is made up
of women, with 36% of this pool promoted to
supervisory positions⁶³. There are predictions that
the country’s current male to female ratio in tech
companies – 76 to 24 – will become 65 to 33 in the
next year. In fact, India is still better off than other,
more «progressive» countries like the United States,
where only 21 percent of the tech workforce is made
up of female employees.
This February 2016, PayPal launched in India
a program to reintroduce women who have taken a
minimum of two years off their careers to back into
the workforce. The program focuses on women who
have a tech background, with at least five years of
work experience in product development and analytics. Once the program is completed, ten participants will be considered for an internship or full-time
employment at PayPal’s offices in either Chennai or
Bangalore. Possible roles include software development engineer, scrum master, and risk analyst team
leader. The program involves networking opportunities, a shadow-a-leader initiative, and development
and training.
The Headstart Network Foundation is a
group of entrepreneur volunteers that claims to be
the largest of its kind in India. It’s made up of over
30,000 entrepreneurs, with most of them in the
early stages of their businesses. It hosts events every
weekend and, in the past few months, has launched
one specifically for women. The WE initiative happens once a month in multiple cities across India,
and generally features a successful woman entrepreneur, a networking hour, and a mentoring session.
Sheroes is a job portal specifically for educated,
professional women. «Until now, most of the conversation has been directed towards empowering women at the grassroots level or getting highly educated
women into the boardroom», Sairee explained. «The
ones in the middle have been entirely left out».
There are several other «women-forward» initiatives in India. NASSCOM runs a «Girls in Tech»
initiative to get more women to become entrepreneurs. The Anita Borg Institute’s «Grace Hopper»
Celebration is one of the world’s largest gatherings
of women technologists, which attracted more than
1,600 attendees at its event in India last year.

PART II

FINTECH IS MUCH
BETTER THAN BANKS
IN TERMS OF
DIVERCITY
Actress and producer Sarah Megan Thomas
married a banker⁶⁴. For years, she used to go out on
the Wall Street events, and has became consistently
interested in what she calls «the one woman at every
work event we went to». Why hadn’t anyone made
a movie about them, she wondered? So in 2014, she
contacted a friend, Alysia Reiner, also an actress
and a producer (she plays the assistant warden in
Orange Is the New Black). Reiner was skeptical at first
— «Wall Street movies don’t necessarily speak to my
heart», she recalls thinking — but then she spoke
with a management consultant friend whose job was
to help workers with Fortune 50 companies to retain
a female talent. «I heard extraordinary stories about
how women treat each other, and the corporate
cultures around women», recalls Reiner, rattling off a
bleak statistic about how many young women report
that they plan to quit their jobs because they feel
overlooked for promotions. «I thought maybe we
could tell a story that helps incite change».
Reiner and Thomas soon committed to writing
a story about the «gray lines» that exists on the Wall
Street for women. Thomas and Reiner hired a playwright/screenwriter they knew, Amy Fox, coming to
her with the ideas for the three central roles and the
rudiments of a story. By October 2014, Fox, Reiner,
and Thomas had a draft, which they read aloud at
Thomas’s apartment for a small audience of friends,
colleagues, and the Wall Street folk. By December,
the script was nearly ready to circulate to actors.
Reiner and Thomas interviewed numerous directors,
and selected Meera Menon. By spring 2015, the
script was sent to the actors. The team got great
news: Anna Gunn, who had played Skyler White
on AMC’s Breaking Bad, wanted the part of Naomi
(main character).
The film pleased audiences at its Sundance
premiere in January 2016; Sony Pictures Classics
announced it would distribute the film. Fox, Reiner,
and Thomas had agreed that the more genuinely
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feminist gesture for their movie would be to show
women in all their complexity—those «gray lines».
Bailey Kursar, Head of Marketing at neobank Mondo, wrote⁶⁵ some thoughts about why
there aren’t enough women in fintech? «Knowing
a number of women working in London fintech,
we frequently talk about the ratio problem. With
a few exceptions, 20-30% of the workforce being
women seems to be as good as it gets. That’s sad,
right?» «I honestly think these founders aren’t guilty
of deliberate sexism. I just think they haven’t taken
five minutes to think about this problem, or even to
recognise that it’s a problem at all». «When you think
about it, it’s actually pretty easy to understand why
this problem exists:
1 – Fintechs hire from traditional financial services
2 – Tech is stupidly male-dominated
3 – Fintech founders (generally) come from very
male-dominated backgrounds
4 – The vicious circle of a macho culture».
«I’m not advocating quotas or special treatment
for women (or minorities) in the hiring process. We
just need to make sure all processes and cultural
decisions are designed to be as inclusive as possible
from the start».
Kate Aronowitz, VP of Design at online-trading
fintech-startup Wealthfront encourages⁶⁶ emerging designers to take on projects, even if they feel
like they can’t do them: «I’ve seen so many projects
come along that people say: ‘I don’t want to touch
that, that’s too hard,’ and many times it’s a real beast
but in the end, somebody’s going to become triumphant over that, so I encourage people to just say
yes». According to these tips, companies need to
invest in women’s leadership development initiatives, with a focus on unlearning mindsets—such as
perfectionism—that stifle creative confidence. If we
want more women leading design, it’s important to
continue showcasing role models that inspire future
generations of women designers to step up.

Females in Venture capital
of newly launched venture
and micro-venture firms
had at least one female
founder

&

10 FEMTECH-LEADERS
IN FINTECH

1
LUCY PENG

Run by Alibaba cofounder Lucy Peng, Ant Financial — who spun off into her own company in 2011
— began as an outgrowth of Alipay, the company’s
version of PayPal⁶⁷. Since then it has expanded into
a full-scale financial services firm. Now it includes a
money-market fund, a peer-to-peer lending service,
and a microloan program for online entrepreneurs.
In February 2015 it announced a fund to seed Hong
Kong–based startups that want to do business on
Alibaba’s platform. And the company is developing
Sesame, which will assign credit scores based on
Alibaba customer data, thus potentially making it
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easier for millions of consumers to get loans — and,
from there, to start small businesses, many of which
will likely set up shop on Alibaba’s platform.
A former econ teacher who shuns the spotlight,
Peng has two high-profile roles with China’s e-commerce giant Alibaba⁶⁸. She is a Chief People Officer
— overseeing the 35,000 people working for the
company — and the CEO of Ant Financial. Among
Ant Financial’s six divisions is Alipay, an online payment business with 300 million users that handles
more than 80 million transactions per day.

2
MELINDA
GATES

Melinda Gates has cemented her dominance in
philanthropy and global development to the tune
of $3.9 billion in giving in 2014 and more than $33
billion in grant payments since she founded the Bill
& Melinda Gates Foundation with her husband in
2000⁶⁹. Her work has inspired other big donors and
has changed the way funders think about effective
philanthropy: highly targeted campaigns coupled
with data-driven monitoring and global collaboration. Much of her attention now is focused on the
championing investments into financial inclusion,
women and girls around the world.
Along with Bill, she shapes and approves the
foundation’s strategies, reviews results, and sets the
overall direction of the organization⁷⁰. Through her
work at the foundation over the last fifteen years,
Melinda has seen first-hand that empowering women and girls. Her work has led her to focus increasingly on a gender equity as a path to a meaningful
change.
The second of four children, Melinda grew up in
Dallas in a hard-working middle-class family⁷¹. She
received a bachelor’s degree in computer science
and economics from Duke University in 1986 and a
master’s in business administration from the Fuqua
School of Business in 1987. After joining Microsoft
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Corp. that year, she distinguished herself as a leader
in the development of multimedia products and later
was appointed as Microsoft’s General Manager of
Information Products. In 1996, Melinda left Microsoft
to focus on her philanthropic work and family.
Bill and Melinda Gates wrote:⁷² «in the next 15
years, digital banking will give to the poor more
control over their assets and help them to transform
their lives». The key to this will be mobile phones.
Already, in the developing countries with the right
regulatory framework, people are storing money
digitally on their phones and using their phones to
make purchases, as if they were their debit cards.
By 2030, 2 billion of people who don’t have a bank
account today will be storing money and making
payment with their phones.
And by then, mobile money providers will be
offering the full range of financial services, from
interest-bearing savings accounts to credits and
insurance. «Bangladesh’s and Kenya’s mobile banking
revolution is what we want for all countries».⁷³ Mobile banking can revolutionize the lives of the poor.
In the short term, mobile banking could address a
number of critical issues, including corruption.

3
ALEXA VON
TOBEL

Alexa von Tobel (guest of the «Money of the
future» conference) , whose startup LearnVest was
featured on our list of the world’s Most Innovative
Companies, sold her company to Northwestern Mutual, sources tell Fortune is more than $250 million⁷⁴.
The startup raised $75 million in venture capital, with
Northwestern Mutual investing in its most recent
round.
Von Tobel, a business-school dropout, launched
the New York-based company in 2009, and originally targeted it toward women to help them better
understand and manage their finances. The site
eventually expanded beyond those early ambitions
and eventually grew its user base to around 1.5
million visits per month, offering a personalized and
education-focused alternative to competitors in the
space such as Mint. LearnVest offers some free applications, but also charges for premium services. For
example, users can pay to consult with one of the
company’s on-staff financial planners to get a fuller
picture of their financial outlook and how to more
smartly budget their money.
The success of LearnVest and other fintech startups provides a number of valuable lessons for young
companies in any sector. To start, LearnVest picked a
pain point that really needed a solution. Americans
are drowning in debt. U.S. consumers owe $11.52
trillion to lenders and creditors. An astonishing one
in three American adults with a credit history are
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delinquent on their debt and the average family has
$7,630 in revolving debt.
LearnVest’s growth also stemmed from the fact
that its target audience was millennials. By focusing
on millennials, LearnVest tapped into a valuable and
underserved group of consumers.
LearnVest also leveraged data science in order to
serve better its customers, building it into a company
from the get-go. Data science is essential to building
a successful company today. Advancements in a big
data, analytics, and machine learning have enabled
companies to gain greater insight into their customers than ever before, not to mention a provision
of personalized recommendations and even make
predictions.
In addition to solving a big pain point, catering
to millennials, and leveraging data science, LearnVest
also mastered the art of communicating its overarching vision. Alexa von Tobel is more than the CEO
of LearnVest — she has emerged as a well known
thought leader in the financial tech space. She
authored a New York Times bestselling book titled
Financially Fearless, actively contributes to prominent
news outlets, and regularly speaks at conferences.
She has also been named to scores of «top» entrepreneur watch lists, and is widely known as an expert
in and advocate for financial health. Her vision and
persona have been a major driver in the success that
LearnVest has achieved.

4
LISA
FALZONE

Lisa Falzone is a Co-Founder & CEO of Revel
Systems, an award-winning iPad point of sale solution for single and multi-location small businesses
and enterprises⁷⁵. A graduate from Stanford University where she was a competitive swimmer, Lisa
led her Silicon Valley-based startup since its creation
in 2010 and has been pivotal in turning the often
«old school» perception of point of sale on its head,
beating out established competitors and new market
entrants alike.
She has raised over $115 million in funding for
Revel, inked a strategic partnership with Intuit to
deliver QuickBooks point of sale powered by Revel
Systems, is working closely with Apple to bring exclusive iOS features to its point of sale customers, and
has grown the company to more than 300 employees worldwide.
Lisa’s achievements as a young female entrepreneur have been recognized by numerous prestigious
awards such as Forbes ‘30 Under 30′, Forbes ‘Women To Watch: Eight Rising Stars’, Business Insiders
«30 Most Important Women Under 30 In Tech», San
Francisco Business Times ‘40 Under 40′, and Business
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Journal’s «Upstart 100».
Lisa Falzone said: «To me, entrepreneurship
means starting something out of nothing. Revel Systems, for example, emerged as an idea of an online
ordering app. My co-founder and I were working
on it, and realized what merchants really needed
was a comprehensive iPad POS system - a complete
platform that would go beyond simple payments
and help businesses grow and succeed. Neither of us
had started a business before, and this idea grew out
of nothing - that’s what it means to be an entrepreneur. A lot of people can be entrepreneurs - they
don’t necessarily have to start their own company
to be entrepreneurial. It can take many forms - a
person can be entrepreneurial in their job. Being an
entrepreneur is about thinking differently - thinking creatively - and building something that didn’t
exist before. An entrepreneur must be resilient and
creative».

5
JESSICA
MAH

In «Forbes 40 Under 40»⁷⁶ you can find her
short bio: Mah started her first tech business at 12,
founded inDinero at 19, crashed it at 21 and made
the cover of Inc.’s 5000 issue for outstanding threeyear revenue growth of more than 2,500 percent.
InDinero hired more than 100 employees in 2015 and
is on pace to double its staff this year.
Her first job was to sell crayon traced leaf artwork on the playground in the elementary school.
She is voracious reader (100 books this last year).
Jessica Mah thought she had the next big thing
in Silicon Valley when she and her co-founder
launched inDinero⁷⁷ – but soon, her company was
rapidly losing money and she couldn’t understand
why the business wasn’t attracting customers… or
revenue.
As the CEO of inDinero, she’s empowering other
startups and small businesses (up to the 100 employee mark or eight figures of revenue) with outsourced
accounting and tax services⁷⁸. She answered what
entrepreneurship means to her: «It means blood,
sweat and tears and joy and teamwork and throwing
your whole self into your business so that your team
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can all be better off in their careers and in life. Being
driven isn’t enough; you have to possess a combination of quick, accurate decision making while tempering that with longer term, methodical patience.
Everyone says you have to be ready to fail, but also
be ready to fail fast. Especially in tech where seconds
can be a lifetime, you need to try things aggressively
and make the necessary pivots and changes on the
fly». «It was one thing to come up with an idea and
get funding, but to rise back up from the flames after
crashing; that took everything I had and I’ll have
that in my back pocket to call upon for strength for
life. Doing something over, where do I start? Don’t
hire friends, don’t read my own glowing headlines,
don’t take it for granted that customers are getting
everything they want or dream of - the business
list is long. Personally, I really skipped over the high
school experience by going to Simon’s Rock, so I
regret not having those experiences - but they made
me who I am today - so couldn’t have missed too
much!?»

6
BLYTHE
MASTERS

These Wall Street veterans all know who Blythe Masters is⁷⁹. Born in Oxford and educated in
economics at Cambridge, Masters came of age at
JPMorgan. At the age of 18, she joined its London
office as an intern during a year off before university.
By her mid-20s, Masters was working on the bank’s
derivatives team in New York. She helped to design
in a way to remove lending risk from JPMorgan’s
balance sheet by getting another party to protect
the bank against a default in return for a premium.
The contract, which made it possible to bet a bond
would fall in value, was dubbed a credit-default
swap, and investors fell in love with it. In 1999, Masters, then 30, was named head of the bank’s global
credit derivatives unit. She’s the wunderkind who
made managing director at JPMorgan Chase at age
28, the financial engineer who helped to develop
the credit-default swap and bring to life a market
that peaked at $58 trillion, in notional terms, in 2007.
She’s the banker who later vilified by pundits, unfairly
some say, after those instruments compounded the
damage wrought by the subprime mortgage crash
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in 2008.
Now, one year after quitting JPMorgan amid
another controversy, Blythe Masters is back. She
isn’t pitching a newly minted derivative or trading
stratagem to this room. She’s promoting something
wilder: It’s called the blockchain, and it’s the digital
ledger software code that powers bitcoin. Masters
is a CEO of Digital Asset Holdings, a New York tech
startup. She says her firm is designing software
that will enable banks, investors, and other market
players to use blockchain technology to change
the way they trade loans, bonds, and other assets.
If she’s right, she’ll be at the center of yet another
whirlwind that will change the markets. Masters plans
to offer banks and other financial players both options: Digital Asset is creating an off-the-shelf private
blockchain product and developing ways to connect
its customers to the existing blockchain system.

7
SALLIE
KRAWCHECK

In March 2016 Sallie Krawcheck, co-founder and
CEO of women-focused digital investment platform
Ellevest joined the board of Blythe Masters’ Digital
Asset Holdings⁸⁰. Ellevest is backed by $10 million
in funding from some of the biggest names in the
investment business, including Chicago-based
research firm Morningstar and Mohamed El-Erian,
chief economic adviser at Allianz.
Both women are veterans of the nation’s biggest
banks: Krawcheck comes from a long finance career
at Bank of America Merrill Lynch and Citigroup.
Krawcheck will be in good company on Masters’
board, which already boasts a roster of the wellknown finance execs, including Catherine Flax, head
of commodity derivatives and foreign exchange and
local markets, Americas, at BNP Paribas and Sanoke
Viswanathan, chief administrative officer of the corporate and investment bank at J.P. Morgan.
Sallie Krawcheck, once a Wall Street titan and
now a serial entrepreneur, has been long an important member of the Fortune’s Most Powerful Women
community⁸¹. So it’s fitting that we will kick off each
of our six 2016 MPW events with an exclusive piece
from Krawcheck. Her first reflects in the series on
what she calls her «four careers», and explains
why we should all expect to experience a number
of thrilling and unexpected pivots throughout our
working lives.
«In my 20s, I was an investment banker; in my
30s, a research analyst; in my 40s, I managed and led
large, complex businesses; and now that I’ve entered
my 50s, I’m an entrepreneur. Four decades, four
separate — but related — careers, each building on
what came before». «I can’t say I exactly planned it
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this way. But nor did it «just happen» to me. Rather,
these transitions were the result of some combination of my working in an industry roiled by constant
change and my active search for interesting and
meaningful work».
«This is because business is changing — fast —
and the pace of that change is only going to accelerate. The forces of technology and globalization are
fundamentally altering any number of industries. The
result: What worked for decades will no longer be
a given». «The key traits for success will be curiosity,
open-mindedness, intellectual flexibility, and interest
in understanding others’ perspectives. In my old
world, people ran from tech projects — almost literally; they were viewed as always-over-budget time
sinks. In the new world, the skillsets for managing
these ventures are essential». «Secondly, to successfully navigate a world in flux, you have to embrace
a certain intellectual discomfort and a willingness to
fail. This one can be tough because we women tend
to take a failure harder than men do, personalizing it.
For me, being a research analyst was great training
because I had to get comfortable being «out there»
and making non-consensus calls, even though I was
brought up, like most southern young ladies were,
not to rock the boat».
«Part and parcel of this: Get comfortable being
criticized. This can be another difficult one for us
ladies, because so many of us were socialized to
prioritize relationships. But change can make people
uncomfortable, and so they fight it; if you’re moving
in a different direction, it can feel like a rebuke».

8
GLORIA
KIMBWALA

First and foremost, Gloria Kimbwala, a campus
program specialist at Square, is an engineer⁸². She
went through Square’s College Code Camp exactly two years ago. Today, she’s running it. Code
Camp, now in its sixth session, is a five-day program
at Square designed to immerse young female
computer science or engineering majors in coding
workshops, leadership sessions and a hackathon.
Kimbwala attended Code Camp when she was pursuing her master’s degree, in which she was the only
female engineer in her program.
«Because I’m an engineer, I like to look at problems and things I see are problems», Kimbwala told.
«My path through technology and through computer science — I was always very aware I was the only
minority and the only woman in all of my classes.
But I thought it was a problem that only my class
was facing, or maybe my college was facing. I wasn’t
aware that it was a problem that my whole industry
was facing».
When Kimbwala went to the Code Camp, it was
her first time meeting other female engineers, she
said. It was also her first time meeting another African-American engineer. While at Code Camp, Kimbwala learned that the lack of diversity is a problem
within tech as a whole, and not just at her school.
When the opportunity to run the Code Camp
came about, Kimbwala jumped on it because she
saw it as a way to make a big impact on diversity in
tech from the inside. «So I started to look at it very
technically and think, «Ok, what are the problems
that we’d like to solve?» and for me, it was diversity»,
Kimbwala said. «It’s something that very directly affects me and I thought that I at least had a perspective and an insight where I could make some true
headway if I tackled this specific problem».
Before Kimbwala officially started running Code
Camp at Square, she assisted Square Head of Diversity and Inclusion Vanessa Slavich, who started the
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Code Camp. Kimbwala selected 20 young women
currently enrolled as full-time students at either an
American or Canadian university pursuing computer
science, computer engineering or some other related technical field. As a part of the program, campers
had the opportunity to work with Square engineers
building code, meet with Square executives like Jack
Dorsey and Square CFO Sarah Friar, and participate
in a hackathon.
During their five-day trip to San Francisco, the
campers took tours of tech companies like Yelp and
Twitter. They also participated in workshops around
iOS, Ruby on Rails, hardware, data science and
security. On the last day of the program, the campers
presented their hackathon projects. The assignment
was to build a web app that helps to connect past,
present and future Code Campers.
Through the Code Camp, Kimbwala wants to
help every young woman who goes through the
program to realize that they have a place at Square,
and in the tech industry in general.
This year, Kimbwala has committed to spending
500 hours doing service within under-represented
communities. If she hits those hours by June, she’s
going to bump it up to 1,000. Ultimately, Kimbwala
sees herself pursuing the computer engineering as a
career. «This year I’m learning Swift and iOS design»,
Kimbwala said. «It tends to itch — the coding part
of me — and then I start to see problems I want
to solve. I’m always looking for the next hackathon
that I can work on. I’m an engineer and even when
I interviewed [with Square], I let them know I’m an
engineer first and foremost. You’re not really going
to be able to take that away from me, so at some
point I’ll probably transition into engineering. I think
the world needs to see that too».

9
LEANNE
KEMP

Leanne Kemp has set herself an ambitious goal:
Stamping out a diamond fraud and theft. She’s the
founder and CEO of Everledger, a startup launched
in 2015. It has built a global digital ledger — the
first of its kind — that collects dozens of cross-reference-able data points on each recorded diamond
in an attempt to inject transparency into the market
and eliminate associated criminal activity. And that’s
just the beginning – after the diamonds, there are
many areas to use Everledger: fine arts, expensive
watches and cars, etc.
Britannia Mining, Inc., announced⁸³ the formation of a strategic alliance with Everledger. Everledger
is a UK based company that is capturing the full DNA
of certified diamonds and uploading that to its ledger stored on the Blockchain. The ledger is immutable
and functions as a secure, verifiable information
source that makes it possible to track the prove-
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nance of the diamonds. In January Everledger has
won⁸⁴ $10,000 as money prize at the FinTech Finals
2016 in Hong Kong. The startup also awarded⁸⁵ a
€30,000 prize ($33,939) on BBVA’s European Open
Talent competition (September’ 2015) as well as an
invitation to develop a project with the multinational
bank. In 2015 Everledger was launched and took part
in the Barclays Techstars accelerator⁸⁶ ending
in June. Everledger began with the diamonds, but
they had far larger ambitions. The startup is looking
forward to moving into other luxury goods, she says,
and is talking to select retailers with an eye to including high-end watches in the next 100 days. Again,
the benefits are obvious: proof of ownership, tackling
fraud, and a deterrent to theft. An API could also be
offered to online retailers like Amazon or eBay to
help to prevent stolen goods being resold through
their platform.

10
ANNA
POLISHCHUK

Anna as a COO and Stas Matviyenko as a CEO
founded their first fintech-startup AdviceWallet in
Kiev about three years ago. More than one year
ago they relocated to San-Francisco and launched
their new venture – AllSet. Many people definitely
had moments where they frantically flagging down
a waiter because everything’s taken longer than expected, leaving them to try to pay the check and get
to their next meeting in just a few minutes. One (sad)
solution is to eat at your desk, but Allset is taking a
different approach⁸⁷, by making the sit-down lunch
process more efficient. You can make a reservation, place your order and even pay directly from
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the app. Then when you get to the restaurant, you
just tell them your name, and you would be seated
and served in short order. There are other services
tackling reservations, payments or both, but are
not combined with food ordering in this way, with
the goal creating a faster dining experience. In fact,
Allset says it can shave up to 40 minutes from your
meal time. Aj Agrawal, CEO of Alumnify, wrote⁸⁸:
«This past year I received 200 pitches from food
companies. This one was my favorite». «I believe
Allset became groundbreaker for the food tech
market in 2015 and will look forward to see its launch
nationwide».

4 GREAT FINTECHACTIVITIES FOR DIVERCITY
SUPPORT
1. Alibaba and Ant Financial (AliPay)
As the conversation around women in technology takes hold in the West, Alibaba is grabbing the
reins of the dialogue in the East. The Chinese e-commerce company, which counts six women
among its 18 founders, in May 2015 hosted a two-day conference and workshop this week starring its own female executives as well as the Queen of the Netherlands, actress Jessica Alba, and
Huffington Post founder Arianna Huffington.
It attracted 500 attendees from across China’s business, fashion, technology and media industries
and featured talks by prominent Chinese females executives including Alibaba CFO Maggie Wu
and co-founder Lucy Peng (CEO of AliPay) as well as Didi Dache president Liu Qing.
Alibaba’s corporate affairs executive Jennifer Kuperman said: «Women have been such a core part
of what makes us successful», noting both the internal impact as well as the external, considering
that about 50 percent of sellers on its giant Taobao shopping site are women.
Alibaba says about 35 percent of its executives are women, which is a significantly higher ratio
than that of American tech companies like Apple, Amazon, Facebook and Twitter. At the high
end, Apple’s leadership ranks are 28 percent women, while Twitter’s are 21 percent, according to
statistics the companies self-reported last year.
While the Silicon Valley is still chasing its tail when it comes to hiring more women, Chinese
e-commerce giant Alibaba’s founder, Jack Ma, thinks they’re his company’s «secret sauce».
Alibaba used the event to promote female entrepreneurship and showcase its own gender
diversity, which puts most tech companies to shame. The company also says that more than 40%
of its total workforce are women. «Men think about themselves more; women think about others
more», Ma said. «Women think about taking care of their parents, their children».
In January 2015 Ant Credit, a company affiliated with e-commerce giant Alibaba, announced that
it will set up a financing program for female entrepreneurs in China with a 500 million RMB ($80
million) loan from International Finance Corp (IFC) . The loan program can potentially boost the
amount of borrowers who use Ant Financial’s services. Ant Credit provides small online loans and
says many of its current clients are women who sell products on Alibaba marketplaces Taobao and
Tmall. It claims that half of the businesses owned by women on those sites are already available
for loans.
(If you’re a young, female creative type, Etsy is also the place to be: the online marketplace divulged that 30% of its sellers rely solely on their creative endeavors, both on and off Etsy, as their
primary source of income . And women make up an overwhelming majority of Etsy’s vendors 86%, to be exact.)
Ant Credit’s new program, which it calls the «first Internet-based gender-finance program in
China» is a partnership between Ant Financial Services Group, which runs Ant Credit; IFC; and
Goldman Sachs’ 10,000 Women Initiative, an entrepreneurship program for women in emerging
markets.

2. NAB (National Australia Bank)
In February 2016 NAB extended its female employee job swap program to its other major tech
partners, after the first exchange program with Microsoft was a success. The bank was inundated
with requests from other businesses wondering how to orchestrate such a program, and other
tech companies wanted to be involved in a swap with the initiative (part of NAB’s Women in Technology initiative).
NAB’s general manager of support services technology, Dayle Stevens, said the program helped
the participants broaden their horizons and build confidence. «Lots and lots of companies have
asked how we made it work, because there are lots of barriers doing these things», she said.
«Companies like Microsoft, that we already have close relationships, with we’ll progress with».
The initiative is just one of many NAB has implemented since starting the Women in Technology
program almost two years ago. The bank has also taken groups of female tech employees to
India to learn about the country’s tech businesses, runs learning and development sessions and
has quarterly forums with influential speakers. Since the program was implemented, the number
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of NAB women in senior tech roles has jumped from 18% to 24%.
Ms Stevens, who launched an initiative by the IT recruitment firm Peoplebank to connect 100
female job seekers with major technology employers, said executives needed to walk the walk, not
just to talk the talk, in fostering a diverse and flexible workplace. «Leaders need to take diversity
seriously and actually lead the change. It can’t just be a one-off morning tea for International
Women’s Day, it has to be consistent and you need to live the change as well, not just put targets
in place», she said. After the event, Ms Stevens said she would be following up with 10 candidates
about possible roles at NAB.

3. Addepar
While heritage banks and traditional wealth managers continue to rely on spreadsheets and
crunching numbers to assess risk, startups such as Addepar and ZestFinance are aiming to do
what their established counterparts are unwilling or unable to try .
Addepar (named one of the Fast Company’s Most Innovative Companies this year) is like wealth
management 3.0. The company has created a financial dashboard for the advisers, working with
the 1% to mitigate risk from investment portfolios.
Barbara Holzapfel, Addepar’s CMO, tells that overall, 20% of its employees are female. The management team is made up of 30% women, including the CFO, CMO, and the VP of people. With
more than three-quarters of its staff under age 35 (and understanding how views of diversity are
changing), Holzapfel says the company is actively working towards inclusion of all ages, genders,
skills, and backgrounds.
In addition to making sure there are women in leadership roles, Holzapfel says one particularly
effective strategy is to actively recruit them from seemingly disparate industries. «In many cases,
as long as a candidate shares your vision and core values, you can likely teach them job-specific
skills and processes», she asserts. For entry-level positions, Addepar looks to organizations such
as the Anita Borg Institute for Women and Technology, and events like that organization’s Grace
Hopper Celebration of Women in Computing. Holzapfel says rather than focusing on top schools,
Addepar prioritizes attending job fairs at a variety of schools, including all-women colleges.
More importantly, Holzapfel says there is an emphasis within the company to keep having conversations about gender diversity. «We’ve adopted a practice of regular all-hands meetings where we
boldly encourage open conversations about the topic, during which men and women can share
articles, posts, and personal experiences», she says. That means that every Monday there is an
«ask me anything» session led by Addepar’s CEO Eric Poirier.

4. ZestFinance
ZestFinance, founded by former Google CIO Douglas Merrill, aims to cut risk from lending by
analyzing big data. At ZestFinance, CEO Douglas Merrill takes the company’s role as a job creator
seriously and has baked diversity into its corporate culture. Starting from the ground up requires
making the decision that diversity is core to winning. «It will never happen if it’s viewed as a side
effort heralded by HR people and a few people on the legal team who think it’s important», he
maintains.
Currently, more than 40% of the workforce are women and 50% of its C-suite are women. That
happened due to a careful hiring process that Merrill says, surfaces a variety of diverse candidates.
There is also no hiring manager at ZestFinance. Committee does it all. A designated team also
assesses candidates based on the cultural fit. «This way, many people with diverse perspectives
are involved in hiring decisions, and all employees rally around a new Zestian to make them feel
comfortable and enable them to succeed», he says.
«If you believe diverse perspectives are the key to winning, then you need to actually hear them»,
he says, «which means you also need a corporate culture that encourages everyone to speak
up». Merrill explains: «Diversity implies different use of language and different assumptions, which
means there will be misunderstandings and conflict». That’s not always easy, he says, but it is
something that the culture enables, making people feel safe when it does arise.
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RANKINGS
E27. Top women in tech
Name

Company

Position

Country

Jean Liu

Didi Chuxing

President

China

Gwendolyn Regina

Mashable

Asia Pacific’s Director of Strategy
and Business Development

USA

Roshni Mahtani

Tickled Media

founder and CEO

Singapore

Alexis Horowitz-Burdick

Luxola

founder and CEO

Singapore

Jiawen Ngeow

Megafash

founder and CEO

Singapore

Hooi Ling Tan

Grab

co-founder

South Korea

Ai Ching Goh

Piktochart

CEO

Malaysia

Cheryl Yeoh

MaGIC

CEO

Malaysia

Lais de Oliviera

8spaces

founder

USA

Maria Ressa

Rappler

founder and CEO

Philippines

Aisa Mijeno

SALt

co-founder and CEO

Philippines

Valenice Balace

Peekawoo

founder and CEO

Philippines

Minette Navarrete

Kickstart Ventures

Vice-Chairman and President

Philippines

Reese Fernandez-Ruiz

Rags2Riches

President and Founding Partner

Philippines

Mariliese Tan

BeamAndGo

co-founder

Singapore

Shannon Kalayanamitr

Orami

founder and Group CMO

Indonesia

Shinta W. Dhanuwardoyo

"bubu.com Nusantara Ventures”

"founder managing partner”

Indonesia

Esther Nguyen

POPS Worldwide

founder

Vietnam

Diajeng Lestari

HijUp

founder

Indonesia

Ketut Sulistyawati

Somia Customer Experience

founder

Indonesia

Nancy Margried

Piksel Indonesia and Batik Fractal

founder

Indonesia

Cynthia Tenggara

Berrykitchen

founder?

Indonesia

Catherine Tan

Notey

co-founder and CEO

Hong Kong

Melissa Guzy

Arbor Ventures

Founder and Managing Partner

Hong Kong

Juliette Gimenez

Goxip

co-founder and CEO

Hong Kong

Anisha Singh

mydala

co-founder

India

Sairee Chahal

SHEROES

founder

India

Name

Company

Position

Country

Jenny Lee

GGV Capital

Managing partner

Singapore

Rebecca Lynn

Canvas Ventures

Partner

USA

Mary Meeker

Kleiner Perkins Caufield & Byers

General Partner

USA

Ann Lamont

Oak HC/FT

Managing Partner

USA

Beth Seidenberg

Kleiner Perkins Caufield & Byers

General Partner

USA

CB Insights: VC Partners

Asia’s 50 Power Businesswomen 2016
Name

Company

Position

Country

Nita Ambani

Reliance Industries/Reliance
Foundation

Director/Chairman

India

Arundhati Bhattacharya

State Bank of India

Chairman & Managing Director

India

Cao Thi Ngoc Dung

Phu Nhuan Jewelry

Chairman & CEO

Vietnam

Somruedee Chaimongkol

Banpu

CEO

Thailand

Sabrina Chao

Wah Kwong Maritime Transport
Holdings

Chairman

Hong Kong

Solina Chau

Horizons Ventures

Cofounder

Hong Kong

Eva Yi-Hwa Chen

Trend Micro

Cofounder & CEO

Japan

Sonia Cheng

Rosewood Hotel Group /New
World Development

CEO/Executive Director

Hong Kong

Chew Gek Khim

Straits Trading

Executive Chairman

Singapore

Yuwadee Chirathivat

Central Department Store Group

CEO

Thailand

Pollyanna Chu

Kingston Financial Group

CEO

Hong Kong

Chadatip Chutrakul

Siam Piwat

CEO

Thailand

Lorna Jane Clarkson

Lorna Jane

Founder &Chief Creative Officer

Australia

Ambiga Dhiraj

Mu Sigma

CEO

India

Dong Mingzhu

Gree Electric Appliances

Chairman & President

China

Dipali Goenka

Welspun India

CEO

India

Robina Gokongwei-Pe

Robinsons Retail Holdings

President & COO

The Philippines

Vinita Gupta

Lupin

CEO

India

Ho Ching

Temasek

Executive Director & CEO

Singapore

Tina Ju

KPCB China, TDF Capital

Founder & Managing Partner

China

Shinta Widjaja Kamdani

Sintesa Group

CEO

Indonesia

Chanda Kochhar

ICICI Bank

Managing Director & CEO

India

Lee Boo-jin

Samsung C&T Trading and Investment Group

President & CEO

South Korea

Angela Leong

SJM Holdings/ L’Avenue International Holdings

Managing Director/Chairman

Macau

Susan Lloyd-Hurwitz

Mirvac

CEO and managing director

Australia

Vandana Luthra

VLCC Health Care

Founder & vice chairman

India

Ma Xiuhui

Opple Lighting

Cofounder & CEO

China

Kiran Mazumdar-Shaw

Biocon

Founder, Chairman & Managing
Director

India

Mou Jinxiang

Lianhe Chemical Technology

Cofounder & Chairman

China

Tomoko Namba

DeNA

Founder & Chairman

Japan

May Ng

Pan-United

CEO

Singapore

Nguyen Thi Phuong Thao

Sovico Holdings

Cofounder & chairman

Vietnam

Kumiko Otsuka

Otsuka Kagu

President

Japan

Nalinee Paiboon

Skyline Unity

Founder & President

Thailand

Sky Park

E-Land

Vice President

South Korea

Lucy Peng

Ant Financial

CEO, Ant Financial; Chief People
Officer, Alibaba

China

Wendy Pye

Wendy Pye Publishing Group

Founder & CEO

New Zealand

Gina Rinehart

Hancock Prospecting

Executive Chair

Australia

Kathryn Shih

UBS Asia Pacific

President

Hong Kong

Parwati Surjaudaja

Bank OCBC NISP

President Director & CEO

Indonesia

Teresita Sy

SM Investments/Banco de Oro
Universal Bank

Vice Chairman/Chairman

Philippines

Chiyono Terada

Art Corp.

Cofounder & President

Japan

Thai Huong

TH Group/Bac A Bank

Chairman

Vietnam

Patty Pei-Chun Tsai

Pou Chen Group

CEO

Taiwan

Supaluck Umpujh

Mall Group/Emporium Group

Vice Chairwoman/Chairman

Thailand

Jane Yan

Beijing Venustech

Founder, Chairman &General
Manager

China

Wendy Sui Cheng Yap

Nippon Indosari

Cofounder, President Director &
CEO

Indonesia

Zhou Qunfei

Lens Technology

Founder, Chairman & General
Manager

China

Zhou Xiaoguang

Neoglory Holdings Group

Cofounder & Chairman

China

Zhu Chongyun

Shenzhen Marisfrolg Fashion

Cofounder & Chairman

China

MOST POWERFUL WOMEN: ASIA-PACIFIC
Name

Company

Position

Country

Chua Sock Koong

Singapore Telecommunications

Group CEO

Singapore

Nishi Vasudeva

Hindustan Petroleum

Chairman and Managing Director

India

Li Dang

China General Technology

President and Director

China

Wang Fengying

Great Wall Motor

CEO and Executive Director

China

Rose Lee Wai Mun

Hang Seng Bank

CEO and Vice Chairman

Hong Kong

Shikha Sharma

Axis Bank

CEO and Managing Director

India

Kwon Seon-joo

Industrial Bank of Korea

CEO and Chairman

Korea

Wu Yajun

Longfor properties

Chairman

China

Cher Wang

HTC

CEO and Chairwoman

USA

Maggie Wu

Alibaba

CFO

China

Hyun Jeong-Eun

Hyundai Group

Chairwoman

South Korea

Wei Sun Christianson

Morgan Stanley

Co-CEO, Asia-Pacific and CEO,
China

China

Rachel Duan

GE Greater China

SVP, General Electric; President
and CEO

China

Sun Yafang

Huawei Technologies

Chairwoman

China

Alison Watkins

Coca-Cola Amatil

Group Managing Director

SEA / APAC

Sheila Patel

Goldman Sachs

CEO of International Goldman
Sachs Asset Management

Singapore

Marjorie Yang

Esquel

Chairman

Hong Kong

Zhang Xin

Soho China

CEO

China

Name

Company

Position

Country

Megan Smith

White House

CTO

USA

Sarah Tavel

Greylock

Partner

USA

Payal Kadakia

ClassPass

CEO

USA

Freada Kapor Klein

Kapor Capital

partner

USA

Erica Baker

Slack

build and release engineer

USA

Angela Ahrendts

Apple

SVP of Retail and Online Stores

USA

Angelica Ross

TransTech Social

CEO

USA

Amber Lucas

Tesla Motors

Senior Technical Manager

USA

Joelle Emerson

Paradigm

CEO

USA

Laura I. Gómez

Atipica

founder

USA

Nicole Sanchez

GitHub

Social Impact

USA

Kimberly Bryant

Black Girls Code

CEO

USA

Anne Wojcicki

23andMe

CEO

USA

Stephanie Lampkin

Blendoor

founder and CEO

USA

Tracy Chou

Pinterest

software engineer

USA

Sheryl Sandberg

Facebook

COO

USA

Tiffani Ashley Bell

Detroit Water Project

co-founder and executive director

USA

Padmasree Warrior

NextEv

U.S. CEO

USA

Susan Wojcicki

YouTube

CEO

USA

Gwynne Shotwell

SpaceX

President and COO

USA

Laura Weidman Powers

CODE2040

CEO

USA

Name

Company

Position

Country

Reshma Saujani

Girls Who Code

Founder and CEO

US

21 Women Disrupting Tech

Greatest Fem Leaders

Power Women
Name

Company

Position

Country

Sheryl Sandberg

Facebook

COO

US

Susan Wojcicki

Youtube, Google

CEO

US

Ginni Rometty

IBM

CEO

US

Meg Whitman

HP

CEO

US

Abigail Johnson

Fidelity Investments

President CEO

US

Marissa Mayer

Yahoo

CEO

US

Safra Catz

Oracle

Co-CEO

US

Ursula Burns

Xerox

Chair - CEO

US

Ruth Porat

Google

CFO

US

Laurene Powell Jobs

Emerson Collective

Founder and Chair

US

Renee James

Intel

President

US

Amy Hood

Microsoft

CFO

US

Padmasree Warrior

Cisco Systems

CTO and Strategy officer

US

Weili Dali

Marvell Technology Group

Cofounder - President

US
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